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HSU forestry department
chooses female professor
to fill chairperson’s post
By Steven
T. Salmi
Staff writer

a group of visiting high school students
to use the department’s
shower

Students saluted Professor Susan
Bicknell as she walked
into the
Forestry Building’s lobby ne

Partain has been named to head the
t of Forestry by
Gov. George
The forestry department’s 15 permanent faculty members voted to recom-

Bicknell, who was selected by the
fi
department Thursday as its
sor cele.
saluted back and
said, ws 5 guys are making me feel
real wei

“You'll get used to it,’’ a student

said of the
authority

33-year-old professor's new

mend that Bicknell, its first and only
female professor, be chosen chairperson, Partain said

If Vice President of Academic Affairs Milton Dobkin approves the

recommendation,
Bicknell will also be

HSU fraternity decision
expected within a week

Seatl writer
Students from nine western univer-

sities will gather at HSU March 22-24
to
in the 1983 Wildlife
Conclave
test their
of such
as

the

name

of sage

of

grouse

participants
in one event,
the wildlife bowl, will have 10 seconds
to remember that leks are groups of
amorous sage
"
Chris Cana-
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College re-entry students expand interests
HSU

By Bob Nelson
Staff writer

Continuing

Education

fulfillment of a higher education
the persons may not have been

com-

Pam Mendelsohn
said
ace tes
eadee tas

Not so
the college
cam
ee
ee toanea
the young. College students over 25
were
to be faculty, staff or
=
parents. But times have chang-

nearly 40 percent of college students

nationwide are over 25.
At HSU about 30 percent of the
students are over 25, she said.
Economics is the main reason for the
influx of re-entry students, she said.

in some stage of career transition or
job
, and age
ge returned to
college
for new s
so t
can
—:
» Mendelsohn
.
Ot
reasons for re-entry include

Outstanding professor for 1983

Professor Gary J. Brusca, a

teacher who said he learns a lot from
his students, and who has written
ea

several invertebrate zoology textbooks,
has been named HSU’s Outstanding
Professor for 1983.
Brusca, who holds a_ bachelor’s
semree
from
California
State
Polytechnic
University,
San
Luis
Obispo, a master’s from University of
the Pacific and a doctorate from
University of Southern California,
came to HSU as an assistant professor
in 1967.
Since then, Brusca has been heavily
involved in research and has written
numerous articles and books, including
the textbooks, ‘‘General Patterns of
Invertebrate Development,”’ and ‘‘A
Naturalist’s Seashore Guide,’’ a book

he

C.

Chairperson and
former
department
n Dale Thornburgh, who

said the chair has considerable respon-

sibility but little authority.
The chairperson has little more than
the power
of persuasion
in the
establishment of forestry department

policy, Bicknell said.

For the most part, the chairperson
executes decisions of higher-ranking
administrators, such as the dean of the
College of Natural Resources, and acas a spokesperson for faculty,
Bicknell said.
One of her most important objectives is to encourage a
members
. work together more closely, she

;
i

are

highly

brother,

Richard

in-

dividualistic people — a bunch of eccentrics,’’ Bicknell said.
“If you tell someone what to do,
they won't do it if they disagree with
you,’” she said.
She said her role is to encourage the
expression of all opinions on an issue
rather than just being an advocate of
her own opinion.
‘‘When students ask me a question |
tell them an answer, let them react and
then offer another answer to give them
a feel for how there are six sides to
every question,’’ she said.
**] don’t have strong opinions — I
see a lot of different facets of an
—..
‘
'.
‘o create
ation among
peop
it often takes kid gloves to not offend
or insult someone, Bicknell said.
She said she admired Partain for his
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a medical

flattered to learn he would receive the
honor.
**It would be easy to say I won this
award because I work hard, but I don’t
look at it as work,’ Brusca said.
**Most of what I dois what I enjoy and
what I would probably do anyway.”
Of all the duties a professor must
perform,
Brusca said work
with
students is what he enjoys most.
**] enjoy seeing students go on and at
some level become successful,’’ he
said. ‘‘Feeling that I had some small
part in the direction a student has
taken is a very rewarding experience.’’
Brusca said he does not consider
himself a teacher.
“There really is no such thing as
teaching,’’ Brusca said. ‘‘I don’t think
anybody can stand up in front of a
classroom and implant information into somebody else’s brain. That's the
student’s responsibility.
“*I very frequently judge
the success
of a class on the basis of how much I
learn,’’ he said. ‘‘I learn an incredible
amount from my students. They don’t
teach me things directly, just as I don’t
teach them directly, but we’re all learning. If they’re learning a lot, I’m learning a lot.’

two years as a life sciences major.
But he did not continue in the life
to do
sciences field. ‘1 wanted
selfmore genuinely
something
ve.”
ex
redericksen said he found selfexpression through art. So he is pursuing that interest as an art major. He is
” working toward a teaching credent
However, he said college is more
than just a place to get an education
and receive a degree.
‘I really wanted some freedom, and
I think I can
it at school. That's
why I’m at
ng HSU.”’
Fredericksen chose HSU because of
its special surroundings. ‘*I want to live
close to the mountains and have the
ocean no more than a couple of hours
away,’’ he said. ‘I’ve still got the sea
in my blood — I love the ocean.”
Nicole Wood has something different running through her veins:
Aztec blood.
Wood, 43, graduated fall quarter
with a bachelor’s degree in theater arts.
**It was 1975 when I found out I was
an Aztec Indian,”’ she said. She found
out when she came to HSU, she said.
‘“‘When I first started (at HSU), I
wasn’t even interested in getting a
diploma.’
Wood said she thinks a great source
for innovative concepts, largely wasted
in our society, is the older person who
returns to college.
See RE-ENTRY, next page
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Continued from preceding page

‘*Professors

Brusca.

Tom Clark, chemistry professor and
member of the Faculty Awards Committee, said Brusca was selected for the
honor based on a set of guidelines put
out by the state academic senate.
"
first and foremost thing we
looked for was a demonstrated record
of superior teaching,’’ Clark said.
‘**We also looked for scholarly production and service. Brusca fit the set of
requirements for this award perfectly.
He is an excellent teacher.”’
Brusca said he was surprised and

Gary Brusca

fessor
Chai

wrote with his

Fredericksen spent 18 years in the

Navy before he received
discharge in 1976.

After his discharge, he entered Mesa
Junior College in San Diego and spent

HSU professor receives honor
By BeverlyJ. Freeman
Staff writer

to obtain in their youth.
has
tae At.
sie
pet
success in a career
ly ex
Navy in 1958 at 17 and
the ed
— he join
became a sonar technician.

Valid thru 3-31

ability to be unconcerned with what
other people thought of him.
Partain and Bicknell agreed that two
of the most important issues the new
chairperson must deal with this year
are budget cutbacks and a review of the
department’s accreditation.
**She is going to have to defend the
department against budget cuts,’’ Partain said.
Bicknell said, ‘‘We know cuts are
going to be a continuing problem for
the next few years.”’
Partain said the department is up for
a five-year review of its accreditation
by the Society of American Foresters, a
professional forester’s group which accredits the nation’s forestry colleges.
Bicknell said the forestry department
has a strong curriculum, but said she
thinks it is important to improve the

department’s image on campus.
**We need to enhance our image
among other university departments
from being just a bunch of lumberjacks to that of an advocate of the wise
use of resources,’’ she said.
Partain
said
the department
chairperson does not receive a higher
salary than other permanent full-time
professors unless the chairperson
works 12 months of the year instead of
nine.
Bicknell said she may teach one or
two classes and devote the rest of her
time to the department's administration.
“There is a tremendous amount of
work to be done,”’ Bicknell said. ‘“The
reason I took the job is that I havea lot
of energy and this is where I want to
devote it.’’

Magic Oil Art Classes
Begin March 15 & 17
Tuesday evenings 7-10
Thursday afternoons 1-4

Call now to ©)
register

Matthew's Art Shay
530 F St., Eureka

442-6150

*
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Council takes no stand on fraternities
By Bob Nelson

Staff writer

The pros and cons of the reestablishment of fraternities at HSU

took up a big chunk of a five-hour Stu-

=

slative Council meeting Mony
t.
No official stand was taken by council members after the discussion.
Also discussed was the termination
of night bus service offered by the Arcata and Mad River Transit System.
On the fraternity issue, the views of
council members were recorded by
Associated Students President Ross
Glen to be forwarded to Alistair Mc-

Crone, president of HSU.

McCrone will make the final deci-

sion

about

campus.

allowing

fraternities

on

Reading from a prepared statement,

Glen said he recognized the right people have to organize and band
together,

groups

but questioned the right of

who

openly

practice

sex

Re-entry
Continued from preceding page
“This society has really been
negligent toward
its old people,
because the people who have learned,
and gained wisdom, are put in convalescent homes."’
Wood said there is not enou
respect in society for older
.
but as they return to school this can
change.
*‘When younger students are exposed to older students they will gain more
respect for their elders,’’ she said.
Samuel Plaut, 54, had res;
asa
successful pediatrician in
San Bernadino for 20 years. He now attends
HSU as a part-time art student.
After receiving his doctorate in
medicine in 1955, Plaut served in the
Army Medical Corps for five years and
then began his pediatrician career.
It was in the hospital following
surgery in 1980 that Plaut said he made
the decision to radically alter his
lifestyle.

‘‘In a matter of days I decided to
divorce my wife, give up my practice
and start out in an entirely new direction,”’ he said.
Plaut said he left the Los Angeles
area and drove ‘‘until I could no longer
hear, smell or see Angelenos.’’
When he arrived in Humboldt Coun-

ty he stopped and made his home
Westhaven,
‘*l

went

in

he said.
back

to

college

to

learn

many of the things I never bothered
learning about before,’’ he said.
**] came to broaden my horizons and
expand my outlook on life.’’
But in his quest for a broader

| Howse

perspective
Plaut
said
he has
sometimes found it difficult to fit into
the college student role comfortably.
**] sometimes find myself in an
awkward position,’’ Plaut said.
**The younger students tend to defer
to me as an authority figure, and the
instructor, already faced with this
older student who is his peer in many
respects and his superior in some,
discovers his authority being eroded by
this
paradoxical
figure
—
a
knowledgeable elder who is there to
However, he said, he is determined
to overcome the o_
his image
creates for him and not let the past interfere with the future.
‘“‘My goals are to enjoy the remainder of my life and expose myself
to things I passed by the first time
through (school),’’ he said.
Plaut said he has no regrets and
believes he has changed for the better.
**But I know I’m only just beginning. I never cease to be amazed

On college campuses older students
can be an integral part of college life.
**They (re-entry students) have much

to offer the younger student who is
willing
to
approach
them,’’
Mendelsohn said.
More importantly, she said older
students are setting a trend for the
future when more people will return to
college at different stages in their lives.
‘*These people will not only be looking to expand their employment opportunities, they will also be actively seeking to advance their personal growth.’’

of Slair
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with coupon $8.00
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sororities because of their practices,”’
Crocker said.
But council member Scot Stegeman
said guidelines need to be followed
when allowing organizations on campus.
‘*We can grant a special exemption
to a given group or we can demand
they meet the same standards that all
other groups must meet, but we should
be consistent,’’ he said.
On the topic of night buses, A.S.
Vice President Karen Lindsteadt referred to a study that compared last year’s
ridership to this year’s.
‘*Only half as many students are using the night bus this quarter as did last
year, ’’
Lindsteadt
said.
She said an average of 17 students
use the service each night.
In an interview Tuesday, she said the
Student Services Advisory Committee,
with the support of Edward Webb,
dean for Student Services, has decided
to discontinue night bus service next
quarter.
The decision was based on low ridership figures for this quarter, she said.
“There is a possibility that the bus
might run next year if there is a
demonstrated interest.’’
Lindsteadt said the advisory committee has decided to increase the student ticket discount for the transit
system by 5 cents a ticket.

She said the cost of a ticket book will
drop from $2.50 to $2.

Arcata goes after money;
projects picked for grant
Community
Leonard said.

By Laura Rains
Staff writer

Hair cuts
for men & women

“eo, @ 8s

at the

changes that can occur in someone my
age,’’ he said.

discrimination
to
ke of the
benefits offered by public education institutions.
‘‘Discrimination on the basis of sex
is a practice directly contrary to Humboldt State’s, the California State
University system’s and the state of
California’s
affirmative
action
statutes,’’ Glen said.
He said HSU is now experiencing affirmative action and minority recruites
x
t kind of message will the reestablishment of fraternities send to
women and minorities?’’
SLC member Robin Fleming said the
university can legally dictate nondiscriminatory practices on the part of
any campus organization.
**] don’t like any group saying that a
person cannot join on account of sex,’’
she said.
“I think that would be a regression
on the part of Humboldt State.’’
Council member
Jason Randall
spoke in defense of sex-exclusive
organizations.
“Traditionally, there have alwa
been all-male fraternities and
female sororities, and I don’t think this
is the time for (HSU) to try and change
things,”” he said.
Council member Bill Crocker said,
“We should keep an eye on the
discriminatory aspects of fraternities,
but there are many positive things
about them that also need to be considered.”’
Fraternities foster leadership, initiative and creativity, he said.
“We need to be careful...about
discriminating against fraternities or

An audience of three persons watched Tuesday night as the Arcata City
Council unanimously approved an application to the state for a $591,000
worth

of grants

for various

city pro-

jects.
The Community Development Block
Grant application will be submitted to

the state Department of Housing and
Community Development today.
The city wants to use the money to
rehabilitate some deteriorating housing, provide sewer service in Curtis
Heights and provide a source of
business loans, which in turn could
create jobs.
In order for the city to receive the
grant, all proposed programs must be
approved by the state, Director of

Development

The city expects to learn the results
of the state’s decision on the grants in
late May. If the money is granted,

work on the projects should begin June
17, Leonard said.
“It’s a $2.4 million dollar program,
and we’re only asking the state for a little under $600,000,”" he said.
The council requested. $230,000 for
the housing rehabilitation program,
which could have a price tag of
$323,000.
Arcata suffers from two serious
housing
needs: the need for rehabilitation of older units, and the need for
more affordable housing units, the application states.
The city’s staff conducted an infor-

See ARCATA, page 20
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The Lumberjack
March 9, 1983

Fee increases
demand action
ction, not words, is an appropriate
axiom for students of the California
State University system to adhere to
in this time of costly changes in the
system’s fee structure.
Students, faced with a proposal by Gov.
George Deukmejian that would raise fees
approximately $76 a quarter next year,
must rally together to prevent such in-

creases.

tanneredforfor theofthe thefeef e

planned

8

°

Editorial

structu
CSU must be met
= equally drastic
efforts by all students, not just those who
cannot absorb hikes, in order to end this
effort to change the system’s commitment
to low-cost, accessible education.
This means the lack of protest against
these proposals must end, and students
in
heard
themselves
have to make
office
lor’s
chancel
the
at
and
Sacramento
in Long Beach. This change from apathy
toward protest is required of all CSU
students if there is to be any chance of
halting fee increases.
For fee hikes to be stopped there can be
no significant number of students clinging
to weak arguments such as, ‘‘Well, even if
it does go up next year it is still one of the
best college deals in the country,”’ or, “‘l
can’t do anything about it so why try?”’
More importantly, the vast number of
students at HSU and throughout the
system who can afford to absorb a fee increase cannot afford to sit by and watch
the cost of public education in California
beyond the reach of those who cannot
incur a fee boost.
yes, believe it or not, there are many
And
wil not be able to attend school next
who
year because of planned hikes.
Inaction by those who can afford an increase smacks of a selfishness that is opposite what is needed to keep the system on

track with its original ideals.
Certainly no one

will make the

difference on these decisions, but a massive

show of force at rallies planned for
19-22, may show
Sacramento, March
legislators all students are committed to
low-cost education: not just the ones who

cannot afford higher costs.
At HSU there is even a free service that
enables the more than 6,000 students to
write their legislators, free of charge, letters opposing increases.

—_ don’t see any danger in higher fees.”’
=

Letters to the editor
Addendum

Play field

Editor:
This letter is in addendum to Fred Cranston’s
letter which outlined the creation of a new campus organization, the JK Club. To refresh your
memory, he said that anytime you read an article
in turn send a
by Jaqueline Kasun you
donation to Planned Parenthood.
Please be informed that your money will also
be kindly accepted by the campus student
organization known as Students for Choice. We

Editor:
In the Feb. 23 issue of The Lumberjack the ar-

have endeavored for the last three years to
counter the misinformation provided by Ms.
Kasun and others. We fo oh conauunes
ts about
the single goal of informing st
their right to freely contracept is threatened
the likes of President Reagan and Senators

and Hatch.
Unfortunately for us, and for the student

, our resources are drying up and therewe ask for your help. We have a table in the
‘ore

quad on Wednesdays and there is a vital need for
both person power and foodstuffs.
le stories from
We are also attempting to
of an ili
n
d
g
i
t
y
who have suffered the
women

legal abortion. We feel it is imperative that

people of today understand the reality of life and
pregnancy when abortions were illegal.

ee

the

play fields. 1 feel the

priorities were printed in the article in a manner
that is unclear and may have been confusing to
the reader.
The Play Fields and Events Area Schedul

Committee priority of use for the HSU play

is as follows: A. Instruction (includes intercollegiate athletics) B. HSU Recreation/Intramurals C. On-campus groups D. Off-campus

groups.

our
If anyone is interested in att
meetings, please feel welcome to cal me for the
time and location.
Bart Nordstrom
Chairperson play fields and events area scheduling committee

inaccuracies
Editor:

In regards to your recent article on the Geology

Club, we certainly appreciated the attention. .
However, there were a number of inaccuracies we
would like to correct.
Some quotes were attributed to one person

page
next s,
More letter

The Lumberjack
Jennifer

Editor

Managing editor

on its commitment to low-cost higher
education in the face of very little overt student protest.

Pheto editor

f

y, See eae

HSU

G. Strackan

Certainly many students may be able to
absorb fee hikes, but that is hardly the

Until now there has been lip service
to fee ee those who can absorb
action by those who cannot, but
and some
by all students, not
on
a
words.
‘

use priority for the

Gredeate,
sectal sciences

Campus editor
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point. The point is, California is reneging

=
how
by
Helms
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Confusion reigns in college mind

More letters
Continued
from preceding page
when in actuality made by another. Also, some
quotes were indiscriminately spliced together
without regard to what was said in between.
The word sandstone seems to have been used

interchangeably for sedimentary. A sandstone is a

type of sedimentary rock, but all sedimentary
rocks are not sandstones.
The Franciscan Complex is composed mainly of
metasandstones — slightly metamorphosed
sediments — but these were metamorphosed by
high pressure at low temperature, not by heat.
The quote attributed to Kim Kirchoff about the

state of the geology department

equipment was

is indeed
equipment
ile a lot of our
never said.
in bad shape, no one in the club has any authoriexact figures, and we doubt it is as bad
ty to
as only 25 percent working. However, there is a
need for equipment in the department,
—
which we hope to partially alleviate.

The biggest problem with the whole article was

the quote ‘‘That means we sat around, drank a
bunch of beer and looked at a bunch of rocks.”
We did say that, as a joke, but we had asked that
it be left out of the article, as it does not convey

of this project. A lot of students

the

many hours of their time and quite
have devoted
project. Many students did
a bit of effort to
would graduate
knew
they
though
even
this

the equipment

—

get here.

to non-geologists these inaccuracies may

be amusing or even meaningless, to geologistsit
made

it appear that we did not know what we

were talking about. We did not apprecitate being

made fools of.

More letters,
next page

A week from today I will be finished with college.
Established education complete. All that preparation and it’s finally over. Ready for the real world.
Dad is ecstatic. School friends are envious.
Hometown friends couldn’t care less.
“Every time you come
home from school you got
some new head trip,"’ a
friend once said. ‘‘If that’s
what college is all about,
then I don’t need it.’’
I don’t know what to
think about college or
graduation. Originally,
|
assumed college would be
both a preparation
for
‘“‘work,’’ and also a means
of probing
ideas
and
thoughts I could not understand. Graduation would

be proof of accomplishment.

Well I’m prepared for work, but I am still confused. More so, I’d say, than when I began college
as a drunk 18-year-old.
Certainly my learning will continue when college

ends. And my ‘“‘head trips’’ will still exist, but I
wonder how profound they would be without my
four years of playing student?
Someone once told me that college made people
too smart for their own
. You're better off

not knowing
ple suffer a

so much,”’ she said. ‘‘Real smart peolot.’ She also implied that less educated

people are happier
and more content.
is th
t has become more true in the last
four years. Instead of gaining understanding

through knowledge, | have become cynical and bitter because of confusion. I know less about more.
I want to see black and white and cut and dry, but
there is too much ambiguity. I am impatient.
Things are too big, and Christ, there are some weird
people in the world!
There is a lady who lives
in McKinleyville and she
fears communism so much
For what
= = interrupts her —_
tudents are targets o

it’s

«communism, she said. She

worth

also favors indoctrination
- schools rather — open

By
Richard

Nelson

ucation. I not only

do not

understand her mentality,
but I fear and despise it.
And while millions are
out of work and hungry in this country, the powers
that be have decided to build bombs. Less domestic
aid, but bigger and better bombs. Citizens who approve are patriots, those who don’t have been
manipulated.
I am unable to understand such philosophies.
Four years of school and I see more confusion and
darkness than ever. College has had few answers,
andit has made my gap of uncertainty wider.
‘College is a crock,”’ a friend told me about a
year ago. ‘‘No one listens to what students bitch
about. There is so much evil and corruption in the
world that it doesn’t matter what you
think.
**You can’t spend time w
ing about things,”’
he said. ‘‘You just have to live life. You'll see that it
doesn’t really matter, man. You'll change.”’

Reagan visit means nerves, little information
By Steven Kovsky
Guest writer
When he finally emerged from Air Force One, |
found I was actually shaking. My telephoto lens
pitched wildly despite my efforts to aim it at the
man with the big smile and the black pompadour.
I had to remind myself that this was not God incarnate, but just a man with an important job

and a flashy private jetliner.
Seeing the president was the culmination of a
wre

ree

old-fashioned

with bureaucratic paranoia and

patience.

Thursday events | Seard Ronald Reagan

would appear in
th Falls, Ore., on Saturday. Friday morning | made some calls to the

southern Oregon lumber town and was able to
track down the Washington, D.C. delegation at

the Thunderbird Hotel. A White House official
told me student journalists were barred from
presidential news conferences. Why? If they admitted one student, she said, then every campus
were no
in the state would demand access.
exceptions.
1 called some local radio stations and located
one who agreed to give me independent
media
status in return for my services. I figured it was
working cheap, but it was working.
my press
By 7:30 Saturday morning I

credentials and a copy of the president’s itinerary.
It said I had to choose between covering his airport arrival or his meeting at a local lumber mill.
By 9:30 we were funneling through
a series of
security checkpoints at Kingsley Field.
After four checkpoints, a frisk, an electronic
scan for weapons and inspection of my photo and
=
gear, | was cleared to observe Reagan’s
arrival.
Sharpshooters studied us with binoculars from
the rooftops. The president’s private army, the
Secret Service, were true to form in dark glasses
and trench coats. The air throbbed with
helicopters.
Nearly two hours later the
tial pine
finally touched down. There he was, smiling and

‘

ees

‘

a

waving down the ramp. He greeted a few
dignitaries and was hustled into a waitin

limousine. There was only one stop on his way to

the lumber mill. He s
cookies from a t

the end of the airstrip.
For me

to buy a box of

of Girl Scouts huddled at

it was all over,

than itrhad
much soone

begun. I was left feeling exhilarated but a little
cheated. My burning question on El Salvador had
the stuuded
never left my notebook. I conclthat
dent press may have missed out on a little excite—-———_
“ae
ee
ment, but very little information.

es
When President
Falls, Ore., Steven

camera
and pen.

:

i

s

— Steven Kovsky

Kiamath
in ved
arri
was ready with
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More letters
Continued from preceding page

pobtcation in pro-life journals, Jacqueline Kasun

We have been informed that most of these inaccuracies were introduced by the editor, not the
writer. We were not aware that editors had such
freedom to exercise their imagination on a writer’s

»”’ CBS's ‘60 Minutes’ and ABC’s
‘*Nightline’’ just to name a few. Being one of our

been interviewed for ‘‘U.S. News and World

most

i

The media has a responsibility tothe public to

mranae peemseeats, ss

Gass

ot faanve

coverage on our campus.
te clad ue oid quctation. oh pedake ie uot

present true, non-distorted information. Perhaps

policy to give bookstores with a
standing, a
10 0 percent discount on the list
ices of their
books (invoice or cash orders). And if the
bookstore pays cash in advance (which can return
books up to six months later with a refund), they
also would receive free shipping and no handling
. I did not order the book as a
1 eeaiee ci of on Gane
ts

this should be kept in mind in the future.
We know we will be much more critical of
things we read in The Lumberjack from now on,
and we urge others to adopt this attitude as well.

Kimberly
S. Kirchoff
Sealer, geology

Steven Mcliraith
Senlor, geology
and allow

i

Senior, geology

Laura Cyphers

Open minded
Editor
Really! Is it possible
at this ‘open minded”

her heartfelt opinions?
Whether or not you
with Jacqueline
Kasun’s beliefs, her
and articulation
are admirable. Aside from extensive coverage and

I am responding

cerning the HSU

to Earle V. Smith’s letter con-

ore in the Feb. 9, 1983

issue of The Lumberjack. After contacting the
publisher in question, I found that it is their

Lumberjack news
By Tim Wright

More letters,
mext page

judgment

Reporter’s opinion

editor

You were robbed, and you didn’t even know it.
your wallet, no burglar
No, no cutpurse sli
mugger demanded
no
and
home,
your
violated
your paycheck at knife point.
J
You were deprived of the most important commodity around: information. And the thief was
.
The Lumberjack.
In the Feb. 16 issue of The Lumberjack, the
editorial scolded California State University
system Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds for not taka more active role in combating fee hikes.
ing
“ithe editorial quoted three unnamed sources,
the chancellor of vacillation on
two who accused
fee hikes. One source, a lobbyist for the California State Student Association, quoted the
chancellor as saying fee hikes were not an issue.
ar ote, ose
Son Se
_
issue.
eynolds was waffling on
Times,

i

i

i

Bookstore
Editor

i

Sophomore,
besleess edmlaistration

school for someone to be ridiculed for expressing

Campes

to her

her the respect she deserves. —

i

are

Eric McDonald

Reynolds’ visit to HSU. Shortly after the paper
hit the streets, The Lumberjack was contacted by
an aide to the chancellor. Reynolds wanted to
come down to The Lumberjack offices and talk
about the editorial.
And talk she did.
With a vehemence seldom seen in public officials, she denounced the editorial, reiterated her
strong opposition to fee hikes, and called the
statements made by the lobbyist and reporter lies.
After venting her rage, she returned to her tight
schedule and handed out tongue-worn platitudes
about fee hikes and other issues to a press conference and a public forum before returning to
Long Beach

questioned
covered by most of the local media. oe
&
except her unscheduled visit to The Lumberjac
had been reported.
It’s likely that her denial of the lobbyist’s statement might be of interest to students and worth
at least a mention.
Instead, The Lumberjack readers got a rehash
of her scheduled visit.
The original story contained information of
Reynolds’ visit to The Lumberjack, but it fell
prey to an editorial decision that claimed her
comments on the editorial were not relevant to
the news story.
So, instead of aaionene pamores facts
presented in the editorial
with the chancellor’s
unrehearsed response, The Lumberjack
red
the whole thing. Some might call it unfair, some
might call it a whitewash.

A week later, when The Lumberjack published

Either way, you were robbed.

eeeee ee
—_REMEMBER WHEN ...-

of the editorial coincided with
Publication

Ss

=

its next issue, the chancellor
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More letters
Continued
from preceding page

that something

itive comes from this. Lf

anyone would like to discuss this, I have a box
near the SLC chambers in Nelson Hall. Please
leave
me a note.

roughly equal to total sales.
:
So what is the point of all of this? I think that
there needs to be a closer oversight of the
bookstore
by its own separate board

Erte Strecker
Sealer, fleberies, cagiassriag

liberal atmosphere ‘unchallenging’

Campus’

ai View from
ie the stump
Vs

By Steve Miles
Suaior,

political science
ro

Regarding your March 2 editorial: your uninformed
arrogant attitude regarding conservative

philosophy, together with a com
®

glorification

of liberal phi
a agiphen mpd <n, for a
group
that
also
referred
to itself as
“open-minded.” It’s also interesting that you oppose having conservative instructors on campus.

No one seems to disagree that HSU is a wonderful place to be a liberal. Liberal views are not only

touted by a large majority of instructors, but by the

SLC

6

(Student

Legislative Council),

KHSU,

The

Lumberjack, other publications distributed on campus, nearly all guest speakers, and even the library
bulletin boards. Liberal groups regularly promote
their philosophy with on-campus
displays, rallies
and performances by political
singers and acting
groups. There is virtually no conservative representation to counter any of this. Liberals here can rest
assured they won't be inconvenienced by any opposing views that would cause them discomfort by
forcing them to question their political assump-

tions. Ensconced in this cozy, unchallenging atmosphere it’s not surprising that at least some
students have become utterly convinced of the correctness of their liberal views. The only explanation
they have for someone opposing them is that he has
a closed mind. That was your unfortunate
characterization of the entire conservative consti-

in short supply also. Why shouldn't they be heard?
You must be com
led on a nice argument for
the conservative’s case. Hopefully the administration will consider it in its faculty hiring procedures.
But if you’re truly open-minded, as you say you
are, could you apply some of your ideals from the

quotation to our campus paper? In furthering ‘‘the
tuency, and not a very
htened one either.
Your opposition to the hiring
of conservative instructors comes as a strange f
-up to your Feb.
23 editorial. In it you bemoanedt
sproportionate number of ‘‘female’’ to ‘‘male’’ instructors
on campus.
Substitute ‘‘conservative’’ and
‘‘liberal’’ for the terms ‘‘women/female’’ and
——
in your last paragraph and it reads
ike this:
“The ramifications are apparent. From a liberaldominated faculty, students invariably receive a
limited, liberal perspective, which hinders the intent
of higher education, namely, to provide a relatively
bias-free and diverse exchange of knowledge.
““Given equal
pectives, students would be
better able to fairly evaluate conservative’s and
liberal’s roles in society.
“It’s time the university eschewed its ostrich
tendencies. A strong
effort should be made to rectify the imbalance in classrooms so students...can
be given an equal education with the necessary
diversity inherent in the ideal of higher education.”’
So, women’s views are in short supply and need
to be heard. Fair enough. Conservative’s views are

intent of higher education, namely to provide a
relatively bias-free and diverse exchange of
knowlege,’’ why not include on the editorial page a
weekly column written by a conservative group
(such as the new conservative club) to balance the
editorial staff’s liberal views? If your opinions are
as correct as you claim, they ought to be able to
withstand some criticism on a regular basis. And
don’t say letters to the editor and views from the
stump are adequate for such exchanges. They ain’t
and you know it. Both columns need equal status to
maximize debate, and to give the voice of the other
end of the political spectrum its fair share of exposure.
A single political group, such as yours, can’t
justify complete control over the editorial page of a
newspaper funded in part by the entire student
body, liberals and conservatives alike. Neither side
is perfect; both have their faults. But conservative
philosophy plays a vital role in the nation’s politics
as liberal philosophy. Both are important to us as
students, and both are deserving of equal status in
The Lumberjack.
Ain’t they?
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Volunteers keep Everyman’s Center open
By Laura Rains
Staff writer

The Arcata
Door Clinic covers the cost of
rent,
7 id electricity eee peaeel os Cade
“We're t
to
separat
u
so t
(the clinic) oar os borane by us,’ he said.
The Everyman's Center also offers counseling to
‘‘men who are violent with their families and want
to
.”’ Rodstrom said.

When financial support drops out from under an

organization, the organization is often unable to
stand and must be
to rest.
The Everyman's Center in Arcata, however,
through the support of its volunteers has managed
to aos its feet despite lack of money.

A

He
most of the men in the Men’s Alternative
to Violence program chose to attend.

year family planning grant from the state

of California had supported the center, but it ran
out in June.
Grant proposals have been sent out, but now
there is no formal source of income, volunteer Bill
Rodstrom said.
‘‘We really need volunteers,’’ he said. ‘‘We’re
pushing for more funding, but burnout is starting
to happen among
the present volunteers.”’
Six volunteers keep the male’s center in
ation
five half-days a week. ‘‘We work around school
and work schedules, but we just don’t have enough
people to be open all day.’’
The Everyman's Center, started in 1978, offers
relationship information and counseling.
Contraception, venereal diseases, vasectomies, parenting, sexuality and men’s roles in society are
discussed in counseling sessions and support group
meetings.
Glenn Strachan, an HSU social science graduate
student, has been a volunteer at the center for a year
and a half. Although he receives work-study money
through HSU, he still considers himself a volunteer.
Strachan said he has noticed a decrease in the
amount pore the center has received since the
grant ended.
He said the center needs more volunteers. ‘‘It’s
hard to find people who are willing to commit
themselves.”’
Erin Flinn, a biology junior, also volunteers her
time at the Everyman’s Center. She said there is a
major loss due to lack of funding at the center.
**Our services have gone down due to our lack of
funding. We reach a lot less people than before.
**It was a vital role getting representatives out to
the community.’’ She said it is hard to get

“They have to want to come in, otherwise it
doesn’t work as well.’’
Some domestic violence centers contact the men,

ar

**But coming in on their own works much

ter.’

A peer group of about four to six men and two
counselors meet once a week to discuss the individual’s situation.
Rodstrom said the counselors teach the men to
take time to try understanding why they have
angry feelings.
Assertiveness training, stress reduction and control of drug and alcohol use are strongly suggested
by the counselors.
The woman
in the violent relationship is
sometimes asked to attend counseling at the open
door clinic.
‘*It’s harder to counsel couples until after you’ve
heard both sides,’’ Rodstrom said.
‘*We want to stop the violence in the relationship,
and then work on improving their relationship.
_“*However, our primary goal is to stop the
violence — even if it means the couple needs to be
separated,’’ he said.
Bill Rodstrom
volunteers out without two full-time people working.
**We need to be able to take the time to call people and say, ‘Hey, we’re here.’ ”’
The budget for the center from July 1981 to June
1982 was $32,000, Rodstrom said. He said the three
year grant was probably over $100,000.

Rodstrom said the Men’s Alternative to Violence
program does not really serve HSU males.
‘*The student population doesn’t have as much of
a problem with violence in family situations as an
older, married male.
‘After talking with the UPD, (University Police
Department) I’ve realized that it’s not that students
are immune, it just has to do with their lifestyles:
they’re not married.”’
a
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occur during the six months between
May and October,’’ he said.

activity
cies.

In
1982,
237
burglaries
were
reported in recreation sites around
the county, Sugarman
said. The
problem lies not only in the state
parks, but in county and federal
recreation areas as well, he said.
A common type of break-in occurs when the perpetrator smashes a
window or uses tools to get inside
the car to search for valuables.
**Most of the time it is a woman
losing her purse, but anything small
and
concealable
could
also
be

In state or national park areas,
contact
the
park
rangers.
The
sheriff’s
department
should
be
notified if the burglary occurs in
remote county parks or forests. ‘‘If
there is any question as to location,
the county sheriff dispatch center
will refer an uncertain caller to the
proper agency,’’ Sugarman said.

By Kathryn Arrington
Staff writer

~

f

An
increase
in automobile
burglary in remote parking areas
near or on public recreation sites has
area law enforcement officers seeking preventative measures.
Matt
Sugarman,
supervising
ranger
for the California
State
Parks and Recreation Department,
said there are two types of recreation site burglaries: break-ins
at
day-use sites, and overnight cam
pground burglaries.

Crime toll

in park areas
increases

‘‘The focus is on the casual dayuse burglaries,’’ Sugarman said.
College Cove has been a primary
target for the burglaries, as well as
Clam Beach, Big Lagoon, Smith
River, Luffenholtz Beach and the

taken,’’ Sugarman said.
‘*Purses,

cameras,

chests,

camping and fishing equipment,
and stereo equipment are common
items reported stolen,’’ Doane said.
**Costs range from damage to the
auto to thousands of dollars in
stolen valuables and equipment,”
he said.
Sugarman said it is important to
report a burglary or any suspicious

Samoa Peninsula, Lt. Doane of the

Humboldt County Sheriff’s Department said.
Doane said the burglaries are
mostly a seasonal problem. ‘‘Sixty-

five to 75 percent of the break-ins

enforcement

to

provide

Doane said, in order to prevent
these crimes
from
happening,
several steps can be taken. ‘‘First,
do not carry and leave valuables in
the car. If this cannot be avoided,
all valuables should be locked in the
trunk....Another choice would be to
take all valuables with you when
you leave the car.’’
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Before the crime is committed,
Sugarman said, ‘‘There is little we
can do besides asking people to be
responsible. It is prohibitively ex-

pensive
ice

to law
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HSU instructor helps identify remains
By Craig Geerin-Brown

Setter

Aap
a

of her
she has appearedas
ee
ee
“*It was my first time,’’ Ribnick said.

‘The first time | went to the
coroner's | really had to
objectify the body and smell :

‘It was so exciting — I loved it.
Everyone said, ‘don’t worry, don’t
worry.’

boldt
casions to help him identify remains of

Humboldt County Coroner-Public
**We call her in for cases where we
have very little body left,’’ Sipma said.
“If you had to send the specimens
down to the city (San Francisco) it
would cost money and time.’’
Ribnick said she does more for the
coroner’s office than identify remains.

I thought maybe

I ought to

wRibnick said she was a bit surprised
y os aa
of cross-examination
**It wasn’t so bad,”’ she said. ‘‘I’m
used to being cross-examined
by
students.
I really think that has
something to do with it.”
Ribnick’s first involvement with the
county coroner came in the summer of
1981. A human pelvis with both

thighbones still connected was found

washed ashore at Shelter Cove.
**I called HSU and they referred me
to Rosalind,’’ Sipma said about their

first collaboration.

The HSU Marching Lumberjacks
band won the sweepstakes award in
the 8ist annual Cloverdale Citrus Fair
Parade on Feb. 19.
Besides ae
ae parade, =
im
went to t
ee
University and University of California, Davis basketball
Linda Brown, executive director of
the Cloverdale Chamber of Com-

merce, said the Marching Lumberjacks

took the sweepstakes award because
they put on an excellent performance.
“The Marching Lumberjacks were
very entertaining,’’
Brown
said.
“Their performance was outstanding
and the crowd really enjoyed them.

ust from that.’

Ribnick said her first visit to the coroner’s office was not very pleasant and
took some getting used to.
“The first time I went to the coroner’s I really had to objectify the

bod

and the smell — especially the

She

HSU Marching Lumberjacks
capture sweepstakes award
By Beverly
J. Freeman
wover

‘*She identified the person from the
&
bone. She determined his size

“They're not exactly your standard
marching band,’’ Brown said. ‘““We
loved their uniforms. Everybody was
really looking forward to them performing and we are hoping that they will
come back to entertain us again.”’
well,’’ Matt Naas,
ber:
jacks member, said. ‘‘In fact, the
Cloverdale newspaper gave us a frontstory that was issued by our
pu
relations person.
**We had no idea what they
were going to do with it until we
sed into a
store after the Sonoma State basketball
game and saw a headline that said
‘Mayhem
to
March
Through
Town.’ ”’
J.R. Kiel, general manager of the
Marching
Lumberjacks,
said he
thought
parade was fun.

when

invites

she

is

coroner’s office.

_—

students

called

to

down

go

to

along

the

One has accepted and

said the student was enthrall-

Ribnick also had a hand in identifya skeleton dug up in Eureka as that
of a Chinese woman.

and Ribnick determined the sex and
age
Besides traces of a tattoo used to
identify the body, Ribnick described
some other techniques used to discover

sex and age information.

‘‘They way you can tell
age is by
looking
at certain joints, like fingers,’
Ribnick said. ‘‘The more lipping which
occurs at the joint the older the person
is

"Ribnick said lipping is overlapping

SE

ESS

int as it wears over

Sex can be determined by measuring
bones, she said.
‘“‘There

“Some workers were tearing up the

street for Old Town’s renovation when
on unearthed a skeleton,’’ Ribnick
“They brought in the
tification, leaving the
case it turned out to
See, in which case

skull for idenbody there in
be a Native
they'd have to

..re

Ribnick and Barry Douglas, an archeologist with the California
ment of Tran
on, identi
the

skull as one

nging to a Chinese

female.
**I don’t know what
with
the skull, maybe Sipma stil
has it,’’
Ribnick said. ‘‘They just re-buried the
rest of the skeleton.”’
Ribnick also works with Del Norte
County officials. They found a portion
of a lower arm with hand attached and
from that portion of the body, Douglas

Dance into
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and

brow ridges and other differences, she
said. Ribnick said there is always some
estimation involved when determining
the sex of human remains.
Ribnick will not teach at HSU spring
quarter. She has been a temporary
employee
since she came to HSU in
1977, and this will be the first quarter
she has had off.
**I’m really happy about it. It'll give
me time to write and finish up a lot of
projects,’ she said.
One
project will be her doctorate.
She is also designing a course in forensic anthropology that may be offered
next fall.

Sprinc

25% offallcotton

male

female bodies can be determined by the
width of the pelvis, the heaviness of

The Mall, Eureka © Jacoby’s Storehouse, Arcete
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Fellowship gives grad bucks to study birds
By Joha Serge
afl

He said the federal government
would like to discontinue the use of

writer

as

eet be cores

agencies want

aru.

ou

sien

federal agencies out o

their business, he said.

a family and did not know if
afford graduate school.
But then Gordus became the first
HSU student to win a National Science
Foundation
Minority
Graduate
Fellowship. The fellowship allowed
him the
rtunity to conduct a study
on
owl.
The fellowship, awarded in 1982,
totals $14,900 a year over three years,
and covers fees, cost of the project and
expenses.
After receiving a bachelor’s degree
in wildlife from HSU in 1980, Gordus
went to work
as a bi
t for the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife
at the Kern
Wildlife Refuge in California.
When Gordus, a member of the
Menominee Indian tribe, was informed
that he won a fellowship
last year, he

Gordus said there is ‘‘a 100-year
buildup of lead’ in some refuges and

other areas where waterfowl populations are concentrated.

The federal government objects to

the use of lead shot because birds eat
lead that lies on top of the ground or
finds its way into the soil, Gordus said.
Botzler said if the Gordus study pans
out ‘‘it would be an additional factor’’
against the use of lead shot.
The fellowship has made the study

ponThe
‘ money
Soa han be ught
ght
bhi

equi
equipment
that would have been too expensive
otherwise,”’ he said. ‘‘It would have
been much harder (to do the study).”’

Andy Gordus
avian cholera and from those that were
a
and killed by hunters.
t'
lead levels of the birds with
disease are
» then it would suggest that
makes the bird more
vulnerable to disease, he said.
**It’s (the lead) setting the animal up
to die from something else,’’ he said.
Results of the study are important
because of disagreements
between
federal and state agencies over the use
of lead ammunition by hunters, Gordus said.

decided to attend graduate school at

HSU. He said he was the first HSU student to win this award.
With help from the federal government, he said he is conducting
a study
on waterfowl that has not been
documented before.
“‘There’s virtually been no work
done on this (subject),’’ he said. ‘‘I’m
ing
inside the bird.”’
Gordus is studying the ‘‘relationship
between the occurrence of lead in
waterfowl and increased mortality of
avian (bird) cholera,’’ Richard Botzler,
HSU professor of wildlife management, said.

And Gordus has brought notoriety

to HSU.
**It (the fellowship) helps spread the
Humboldt name around that we have

good quality students,’’ Botzler said.
Alba

Gillespie,

dean

of Graduate

Studies and Research, said, ‘‘It shows

students that we have a good program
in wildlife.’’
He said most students who win
fellowships attend more prestigious
universities such as Stanford and the
University of Southern California.
Gordus has been offered other op-

portunities

his education ®

to

since he won the
P.
He was invited to be an
intern at the
Smithsonian
Institution
in
Washington, D.C. He also received an
eight-week stipend to work at the National Museum of History.
‘*That
opportunity
probably
wouldn’t have come up without it,’’ he
said. ‘It’s opened other doors for
me

99

He said he has applied to University
of California, Davis to work on a doctorate
j
Gordus developed a love for the outdoors while he grew up in Fond du
Lac, Wis.
**] put plastic markers on rabbits,’’
Gordus
. He said he wanted to find
out if he would see the same rabbits
later. This was before he learned scienje
methods of marking animals, he
After moving
tended Buena
and

to California, he atSchool in Ventura

Ventura

. He

Humboldt County in 1977.

“*I
than
He
work

again

moved

felt more comfortable up here
down in the cities,’’ he said.
said he would like to go back to
for the fish and wildlife service

when

he

finishes

school

—

geese who

died

from

KNITTER'S
NOOK
Knitting

Supplies

ent!
“Arcala Plaza Wer
-e.cOrds

Distinctive Yarns
1166 H Street
Arcata 822-1792

sntate
822-0753
Westwood Shopping

|

Center

SUPER SPECIALS !!!
From

Canada

Reg. $4.19

Ale

$3.39
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Golden

Cease of 24

$12.69

Se
°

aweist!
'

udweis¢, ane or8

saa ees
24

Melt Liquor

MICKEY'S

Reg. $2.69

$2.09

Reg. $1.06
kkkkt
Free,

$7.97

.

jhe... ot Pub > ¥

$1.68

O-pek bottles
(plus depee't)

KXKKXK#KK

Oly, Schilts, Hamm's

Dew,

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi

Rep. $2.69

Cease
of 24

MORE
BEER SPECIALS
Mountein

bottles

wi

Lannea atte

6o §=—-_- Quarts

Heineken, Wetney's, Miller
| Pepsi

6-pek

Coke

Diet Coke

Reg. $2.66

NORTH COAST MERCANTILE CO. ,INC.

$1.99

6-pek cons

1115 W. DEL NORTE ST PHONE (707) 442.3715
EUREKA, CALIFORNIA 95501
Ore

ee

me oe

and

to continue wor!
outdoors.
le lives in Eureka with his wife Rosa
and two children Andrew, 3, and
Margarita, |.

Gordus will check blood levels in the

livers of snow

to
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, —xpansion
By Rosemary Wurst

Staff weiter

The Arcata Open Door Clinic is expanding its
facilities to provide faster, more efficient service for
patients.
The clinic will move into the building next to its
location on the corner of 10th and H streets.
The $500,000 project is funded by a Farmers
Home Administration loan of $80,000, and support
from the community, Holly Reddick-Lau, nurse
practitioner, said.
:
The new facility is expected to be completed in
May. But Reddick-Lau said the expansion will provide no new services or personnel positions.
**] feel like we're all (staff) dedicated to trying to
make the clinic live up to its new image — to serve
ee 2as efficiently and conveniently as possible,”’
s
;
Reddick-Lau said the new facility will have twice

as many rooms and will be organized in a more effi-

cient manner.

‘*I think that the number of patients we are able

to see will be increased,’’ she said.
The renovated bank building which now houses

Arcata Open Door Clinic gets building;
Construction could be complete by May
on
may be used for offices or not at all, she
said.
Fund-raising efforts by the clinic helped raise
more than $5,000, and a donation box in the clinic
has brought in more revenue, Reddick-Lau said.
Steve Leiker, Arcata City Council member, said
the city supports the expansion project because the
clinic provides a necessary health service.
Leiker said the council passed a resolution Feb.
16 in support of the clinic and its fund-raising activities.
The council supports fund-raising activities
because the clinic’s patient load has increased due
to cutbacks in medical insurance coverage and the
closure of (Eureka) General Hospital’s outpatient
clinic, the resolution states.
It also states that ae
of the new facility
will be a financial burden on the clinic.
Reddick-Lau said the clinic still needs three important pieces of oo
an emergency crash
cart, a transporter for
basic emergency equipment;
a tympanometer, which measures
pressure in the
ear; and a tonometer for measuring pressurein
eyes to ba
rg glaucoma. She said new furniture

is also

,

Reddick-Lau said the clinic has already received
basic medical supplies and an electrosurgery unit
for the dental care facility. ‘‘The community has
been very responsive,’’ she said.
She said another positive aspect of the expansion
is the provision of construction jobs.
‘*The building has brought a lot of new energy to
the community. Anytime you expand, new jobs for
labor are provided,”’ she said.
The clinic had no problems getting approval for
expansion from the city planning department. Mark
Leonard, director of Community Development,
said the process went smoothly because the area was
properly zoned.
The clinic has 40 persons on staff, with four
physicians and eight mid-level practitioners, which
include physicians’ assistants and nurse practi-

tioners, Reddick-Lau said.

The sliding fee scale, where the cost for medical

care is dependent
on a

patien’s income,
will con-

tinue to be used when
clinic accepts Medi-Cal,

new facility opens. The
private insur.
and

barter for services, Reddick-Lau said.

LUMBERJACK
CLASSIFIEDS
$1.00
25 wordsor less

“Spare... what spare?”

There’s a better way
to get there this Spring.
Greyhound
is gor your way with trouble-free, economical service
a Greyhound at a location that's near campus.
Best of all, you can cat
Plus, most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And
talk about comfort. You get soft, reclining seats and plenty of room for

Used Instruments

carry-on bags.

SEZEES

So next trip, go with the ride you can rely on. Go Greyhound.
FENDOR STRAT, 1971, aateral
GIBSON LES PAUL, custom
GIBSON, 358 accoustic, hard cave
MARTIN, 0018, 1966, hard case
MARTIN, 0018, 1979, hard case

University of Caliternia/Humbelét—Arcata CA

From

Arcata
Ukiah
San Francisco

72a
12 55p

B2'p
1 00a

4159

4 00a

To

San Francisco

9 Wa
1 02p
6 25p

1 30p
44%
10 05p

8 03a
1 02p
7 45p

10 05p
3 05a
9 00a

7 40a
2 30p
6 21p

8 15
2 18a
72\a

$475
SEVILLE, Les Paul copy,
$180
FENDER MUSTANG BASS, new
$325
‘Beatle’ BASS, hard cave
$450
$35 and up

Ukiah
Arcata
From

New Instruments
Martins, Hohners, Takamines
(hanes, Yamahas, Sigmas, Guilds
all at substantial savings.

New Books

Pop to Classics
1027 “I” Street

To

Arcata

Coos Bay.
Portiand
_——Portiand.
Coos Bay

OR
OR
OR
OR

Arcata

For convenient daily schedules and complete information.

call 822-0521

a
ENN
change Some service requires reservations
subject toes
Prices and schedul

12 01a
3 10a
8 03a
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HSU students establish
alternative gift company
Themes try to promote positive ideals;
inflatable globe scheduled as next item
By Rosemary Wurst
Staff writer

natives with
-— that emp!

Alternative gifts and toys that teach
of a borderless
earth is the idea behind

**So many toys are colorful, plastic
junk. We try to give a visual
-

a gift company

started by an HSU

—...

. non —

Spaceship

~

joyments,

.

sionary Toy Co., was started last spring
by Marc Joyous and three other

— joyous
po
got
idea foror the
when he was a ranger for the

compan

y
National

Park Service. ‘‘People would ask me

ful, positive, fun
learning, Joyous

tation to quality ideas,’’ he
;
Kempton Russell, a sophomore

business major, is bookkeeper and accountant for the company.
‘“
philosophy is we're all in this
8
same
. oe.5
Sakasi
“We're —children, though

not exclusively.

We want kids
to grow

where I was from and I’d show them a
picture of the earth,’’ he said.

up with our message while learning to
have fun in a cooperative way.’’

‘We want children

the idea of gifts, not toys, because of
the definitions of the words. A toy is
defined as an object of little
importance, oF trifle, while a gift is given

to get our message

while having fun’

human gar

when dealing with children. He said it
wants to provide the best possible role
models.

Joyous said the company’s toys are

positive and stay away from negative
connotations. He said it does not deal
with pollution or nuclear disarmament
because it is tired of those issues.
The company provides creative alter-

&

gpht's

&

an

‘‘We are trying to get parents and
people to realize that giving a gift
transmits so much caring,’’ Joyous
said. He said more care should be

Joyous said the company tries to use

the idea of a growing

Joyous said the company promotes

taken when choosing a gift.

Joyous said the company screens all
its products to provide the best quality
for its customers. He said it excludes
sexist or racist items.

The company has a display in the

university bookstore with
ters, an
inflatable s
shuttle, stickers, books
and a ‘
ae
lag
to

by

Earth,”’ written
Spaceship
and proemced at HSU.

45* Cones By Bon Boniere
2 Free Tokens

a

Tokens—

oe
7or

a

The guide reads like a driver's
manual and pro
the idea of persons seeing themselves
as crew
members on board a special spaceship.

Peggy Bolliger, shipping and receiving clerk for the bookstore’s supply
department, was skeptical when the

company wanted to put a display in the bookstore.
**1 was real cautious because I know
nothing about space and am not a

space enthusiast. I’ve been really amazed by how well it’s done,’’ she said.

Posters and the blow-up space shuttles have sold the best. ‘‘It seems like

the

shuttles bring out the kid in
— they’re hot,”’ Bolliger said.
next product the company
will
offer is an inflatable
globe.
The globe will portray the earth with
mountains and water, but without.
political boundaries, Joyous said.
The company also offers books for
parents on subjects such as child
Small
family businesses make the
most use of the company’s products.
Joyous said products can be purchased
through a mail order catalog.
Catalogs are available by writing to

330 G St., Arcata.

Is Moving To 311 F St

Present this Coupon for

@

Lynn Crosbie leats through literature at the Spaceship Earth display
in the university bookstore.

The Calico Cat

10:30 AM - 11:30 PM Daily
or

Joyous

= Aron Oliner

SPEND YOUR SUMMER
IN SANTA CRUZ
COURSES IN: ee.
‘

TRANSLATION.
AND MANY
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A SUMMER
SESSION CATALOG CONTACT: SUMMER
SESSION,
UNIVERSITY OF CAL IFORNIA,
06
06

8

(Next to Radio Shack)

Business as Usual

Tuesday, March 1

Monday-Saturday

10:00-5:00
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-Getyour career offtoa lying start while youre silin college.
&

This is a great opportunity for men who _ schoo! and civilian flying lessons during
want to be leaders and have the drive to your senior year. And in PLC law we can_
earn the respect and self-confidence of | guarantee summer employment inthe
a Marine Corps Officer.
al field while you're gaining your
You can get started on a great career
advanced degree in law.
with us whi
u're still in college and
There are no interruptions of classes,
earn up to $100
a month in the
Marine — no on-campus drills or uniforms during
Corps
Platoon Leaders Class (PLC). In
the school year. Initial training can be
PLC aviation we can guarantee flight
done in one of two ways. Freshmen and

sophomores train in two six-week summer sessions and juniors have one
_ten-week session.
If you're entering college or are already
on your way to a degree, check out the
Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Class.
Make an appointment with your Marine
Corps Officer Selection Officer through
your college placement center.

Rrbe youcanbbe one ous. The fee The proud The
SARWAN D

PRED ESBUBUBBUBAVDSUBVBA
BBS aSORBAMARAELAES”
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County gets money

for bus bike racks

By Joanne Pasternak

Trinidad.
Rick Knapp, director of planning
and
public
transportation
for
CalTrans, said the racks will hold up to
four bikes at a vertical angle. He said
back-up buses will also have mounts
for bikes.
Vostrez said he expects an increase in
bicycle use and bus ridership.

Staff writer

Humboldt Transit Authority buses
will soon be wearing bicycle racks on
their backs.
The state has awardedan $11,355
grant from the bicycle lane account for
the installation of bicycle racks on the

buses, John Vostrez, district director
of the California
Department
of
Transportation, said.
Bicyclists will be able to ride their
bikes to a bus stop, place bikes on the
back of the bus, and ride the bus,
Vostrez said.
Racks will be installed on eight buses
that operate between
Scotia and

City gets $45,970 for routes

Eureka to provide lanes for bikes
after state provides needed money
The city of Eureka

has received a

grant from the state’s bicycle lane ac-

count fund for implementation of the
Eureka Bike Plan.
The plan includes bike lanes and a
bike route with signs, John Vostrez,
district director of the California
—
of Transportation, said.
¢ money will provide for the installation of bicycle parking facilities at
locations in the downtown shopping
area, Old
Town
and
Henderson
Center, Vostrez said.

state and county as to procedural matters and funding reimbursement must
be signed, Knapp said.
‘I see no reason why this project
can't be completed by summertime,”’
Knapp said.
Vostrez said he hopes the project will
encourage an increase in the use of
bicycles for commuting
to work,
school, shopping and other purposes.
‘It will also enhance the opportunities
for
existing
bicycle

commuters,” he said.

The grant states work must be completed prior to June 30, 1984, or lefne
money will be forfeited, Vostrez
said.

Also in the plan are bicycle holders
to be attached to the parking meters at
locations in the downtown area.
‘*In areas such as the downtown section, locks will probably be installed on
every other, or every two meters,”” he
said. ‘‘In more of the outlying areas,
the locks will probably be only on a
few meters every block.”’
Vostrez said there also will be a signed bike route along California Street.
‘*A signed bike route is a green and
white sign that appears along the route
to remind drivers and bikers to respect
—- other along that route,’’ Knapp

But before the project can begin, a
cooperative agreement between the

The project will cost $54,700,
$45,970 of which the grant provides

Bike lanes will be painted along
Sixth, Seventh and Henderson streets
— all one-way roads.
“This will allow for us to put a
$-foot wide lane adjacent to the auto
parking for bicycles, and still leave an
11-foot wide auto lane,"’ Rick Knanp,
director
of planning and public

transportation

for

CalTrans, said.

Hi STEE
RADIAL

for. Knapp said the additional $8,730
will be provided by local money and
will go toward contract and engineering work.
Money from the bicycle lane account
is awarded each year to local agencies
-A bicycle improvements,
Vostrez
said.
To get the money projects should
provide for commuter purposes and
must be consistent with an adopted
bicycle plan.
“The city adopted a bike plan last
October, which was prepared by a
citizen committee —
by the
mayor,’’ Vostrez said.
Members of CalTrans, the traffic
safety committee,
downtown
and
Henderson
Center merchants,
the
ue of Women Voters and the
Humboldt Bay Bicycles Commuters
Association formed the committee,
Knapp said..
‘The plan was adopted on Nov. 2,
1982, and was recommended to the city
council by the committee,” Knapp
said. ‘‘The plan was then sent in for
application to meet a Dec. | deadline.”
— Joanne Pasternak

“This will allow people who don’t
live near to a bus route the chance to
ride to the pickup spot, and proceedto
their final destinations,’’ Knapp said.
‘It is a rough estimate, but probably
close to 100 to 200 people a day will

we the buses, using the racks,”’ he

said.
**A lot of passengers are from the
HSU and College of the Redwoods
campuses. Hopefully, with the addition of the racks, we will have more
bicycle-bus ridership,’’ Vostrez said.
Knapp said the project will cost
$14,650. The additional $3,295 will be
provided by local money.

‘‘We will be receiving $2,000 from

the HSU parking fine and forfeiture
account,’’ he said.
The account holds money paid for
parking tickets on and around campus.
Before the transit authority can
begin installation of the racks, a

cooperative

agreement

between

the

state and the county as to procedural
matters and funding reimbursement
must be signed, =
said.
nae
we fi
~y | - =
iority, the
agreement
shou
excued by April 1, and installment
—
begin by early June,’ Knapp
He said the project must be completed by June 1984, or the money will
be forfeited.
Vostrez said the project was one of
$8 applications submitted.
More than $3.3 million in requests
were received and only $690,000 was
—
in the bicycle lane account, he
said.
Other requests were for bicycle parking
projects, bicycle lane projects,
other rack projects and requests for
bicycle paths, a
said.
“The HTA still has to work out
details as to whether or not there will
be an increased fee for riders with
bicycles,’’ he said.
Knapp
said pressure on the transit
authority may
help spur quick action.
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The 1983 Dorm Program Board
Casino Night Committee
THANKS
the Following Distinguished Enterprises
for their Contributions to the Event
Lumberjack Enterprises

Don’s Doughnuts
933 H St.

Lee’s Jewelers
§28

Sth St.

Eureka

Geissler’s Office Supplies
600 F St.

Uniontown

7-Up Bottlers
17 W. 2nd St.

Eureka

Arcata

Thrifty Drugs
Valley West

Eureka Car Stereo

Campus Cuts

1459 Broadway

U.C. Center

Eureka

Big Dipper

Coca-Cola Bottlers

Next to Hey duan's

Eureka

Ray’s Sentry Market

Arcata Family Drugs

Valley West

1080 G St.

Arcata

Spectrum Photo & Sound

Burger King

Shirt Shoppe/DPB

303 Sth St.

Eureka

935 G St.

Hey duan’s

The Blue Goose

Bergie’s

G St.

860

Jacoby Storehouse

Eureka

Arcata

Northern Surplus

3 Sth St.

Redwood

Drugs

424 Sth St.

Eureka

Star Command
604 F St.

1 - Arcade

Eureka

10th St.

Arcata

New Outdoor Store

Angelo’s Pizza Parlour

On the Square

6th & H St.

- Arcata

Acapulco Restaurant

U.C. Center

Valley West

Kelly’s Jeweler

Outdoor Adventures

837 H St.

U.C. Center

Arcata

Larry’s Market

Delilah’s

Eureka and Arcata

747

870 G St.

1618

13th St.

Arcata

The dogg’n Shoppe

G St.

Arcata

708 9th St.

1640 G St.

Arcata

1535 G St.

Eureka Office Supplies
Phillips Camera Shop/DPB
On the Square

Arcata

The Burger Shoppe

Hair Unlimited

- Arcata

Arcata

The Outdoor Store

Old/Northtown Hot Tubs
Kinkos

Arcata

Arcata

Star Base
1540 G St.

Arcata

1 Arcade
Arcata

Arcata Florist
1504 G St.

Arcata

Sharkey’s Arcade

Barnes Drugs

Eureka

Arcata

Beau Monde Beauty Salon
Arcata

Dorm Program Board is Entertainment in the Residence Halls

sie

Weekly Movies - Coffee House Concerts

Special Events & Dances Throughout the Year
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After a stunning 63-61 win over San

a

the "Jacks took the lead two

the first shot, to tie the game, he would
get a bonus shot.
Hammond made both to win the
game.
of the season
ing
In their third
in San
with San Francisco on

ped to the free throw line. If he made

HSU basketball;
what a year!
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Arcata encouraged to spend money wisely
By Laura Rains
Staff writer

on to every dollar we have now in anticipation of cuts in July.’’
Robinson said he has received information that California could be bet-

Arcata City Manager Rory Robinson told the Arcata City Council
Wetnatey night oo
: ms belt
ar
——
s
ing for the remainder of the year.
Robinson
has projected
that

$137,000 will remain

ween $1.5 billion and $2.4 billion short

in council ap-

propriated money by the end of Arcata’s fiscal year, June 30.
But he asked the council to spend
with caution.
‘*While we appear to be in relatively
good shape right now, we have no idea

of what the state of California is going
to do to us,”’ he said.
‘*Because the state budget has not
been balanced, we should be holding

by July.
**So it’s anybody's guess what the
folks in Sacramento are going to do,”
he said.
Robinson attributed the decrease in
budget spending to the heads of city
departments. He said they are ‘‘staying
on top of every expenditure.’’
**It reflects a very strong staff orientation toward watching every nickel
and dime,’’ he said.

Arcata
Continued
from page 3

imately 78 lots, some of which have
septic tank problems, the application

cing

A 1976 door-to-door survey provided evidence that there was a health
hazard from septic tank leakage and
recommended sewer lines be put in.
Leonard states in the application:
**The data shows that the sewer line
project would directly benefit 65 percent of the targeted income group.”

in the
Aldergrove Industrial Park.
A vacant lumber mill on Samoa
Boulevard,
previously owned
and
operated by Arcata Redwood Comy, is also named in the business
loans application.
Beaver Lumber Conmeay of San
Jose is interested in purchasing the vacant mill. The company is a major supplier of specialty cut lumber in Northern California.

mal survey of Arcata’s residential areas
and classified 12 houses as in need of
extensive rehabilitation.
The 12 house target area includes a
45-block territory within a boundary
running north from Sth to 14th streets
and east from K to F streets.
The
application
states
that
rehabilitation will create 27 housing
units in the area.
“In all cases, rehabilitation funds
will be made available only to the
targeted income group,’’
Leonard

poses
of the
ilding in the
proximately 108

to low- and

the application states.

stated in the application. ‘‘The benefit
moderate-income

gy
*"
rom
dex, many of the

people

*s poverty inbeneficiaries will be
in the lowest targeted income group.”’
The council will also apply for

one

—_

project.

city

reg

pes

a

Fy
’

Clean Water Grant, subsidized by the
Environmental
Protection
cy,
would pay for part of the
$,919
ro

Curtis Heights neighborhood is

on the east side of Highway 101, north

of HSU. The area consists of approx-

states.

If approved,

the city expects this
grant to influence
borhood. ‘‘A
tional units co

eventually be constructed in the area,”’
The

city

hopes

the

next two years.
Arcata will seek $185,000 of the approximately $1.3 million project from
the state. The federal government
would subsidize the business loans pro-

construction

plication is
a
of

tion,

ved.
the —

four garment

to come by
Then they weave it all
sweaters that have a natural
and an uncanny ability to take to the

outdoors.

a

“The

new

jobs

being

created

at

Beaver Lumber Company will benefit
unemployed lumber mill workers who
have
laid off during the last five
ears of plant closures in that

ndustry,’’ Leonard said.

was A
son

;

maaan for the delay, Robin-

‘‘We couldn’t project our revenue
base because the state of California
had not acted yet.’’
Mayor Sam Pennisi said that from a
financial standpoint, the past year has
been very trying on the city.
‘It’s been a roller coaster ride
following what the state ... was going
to do to us,”’ he said.
**It’s nice to know this far down the
line that we're in workable shape,’’ he
said. ‘‘Certainly we'll have to continue
to monitor the situation.’’
Robinson asked the council to not
hire any city. employees, other than
police, until July.
“This has no great im
on us
since we haven't hired anybody in the
last year, and I don’t anticipate
anybody leaving,’’ he said.
The city manager also recommended
the postponement of any programs
that require budget allocations out of
the general fund.
In other action, the council approvyd =
of Bayside Heights into
t
ty.
The annexation will include land on
both sides of Bayside and Old Arcata
roads, south of Buttermilk Lane to
Jacoby Creek Road.

“*It will be

nerMOVES!
Attend our grand opening
April 1st-3rd. At 2940 B
Broadway Eureka next to

the Great Western Clothing

Company

Robert

Williams
fine

men’s

clothing
2338

ximately

30 days

before we are in full jurisd
of that
land,’’ Pennisi said. Approval is needed by the state lands commission.

THE

loan mee

industry compan:

in Arcata asked for assistance in finan-

of

The city hopes
35 jobs,
for
moderate- and low-income persons,
on _ filled if the company bought
e mill,

ject with an additional $560,000, and
the city would pay $50,000 if the ap-

Boston Traders
searches the
world over for
extra fine wools
and for the kind of
old-time craftmanship

that’s hard
these days.
together in
ruggedness

Economic

Development/Business Loans project
will create 65 jobs in Arcata over the

the

1$,000-square-foot industrial building

The budget review is traditionally
held in December.
This year the state

Albee st , Eureka

PHONE :445-3701
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You could have a nice surprise. College of the Redwoods offers a wide range of academic and
vocational classes to enhance, augment or vary your spring class load at HSU. And C/R's
MckKinleyville Branch Campus offers classes at convenient locations for Lumberjacks and Jills!

There is no tuition for California residents. (Some classes have fees as indicated.)...By the way, the
main campus spring schedule contains hundreds of other classes. Pick one up at Northtown
Books, The Arcata Library or The Gathering Place - or call 443-8444,

McKinleyville
Branch Campus
sect
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Registration Information

Registration for Spring Quarter 1963 will be held 7-9 p.m. at the McKintyviile High Schoo! Ubrary on Merch 26, 29, 30 end 34. Students may aiso register at the first of second class
meeting, except for classes held at Arcata High Schoo! Students registering for classes held at Arcata High Schoo! must register at McKinleyville High Schoo! Liorary as listed above. oF

at tre Main Campus. For more information, call 443-8441,
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@nd maintained by fhe district, shall be fully open to enrofment and participation by any person who has been admified to the coflege and who meets such
prerequieies as may be established punuant fo Chapter i, Omsion 2. Part VI. Tite § of he Catiomia Adminishative Code, commencing with Section 51620
iaw (A.6 603 6 Title $ of fhe Catfornia Administrative Code). and Federal laws (Tile VI and Vilas amended. of the Civil Mights Act of 1964. Tie
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Action Employer Mr Thomas $ Hannah. Dean of Adminisrative Semices. is the Cofege
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Practical experience obtained at KHSU
By Marialyce Pedersen
and Joyce
M. Maaciai

announcers to improve their voice
quality and learn studio operations.

Staff writers

Beginning s
quarter, listeners
can tune in to KHSU any time day or
t.

The HSU campus radio station, 91.5
FM, is going to a 24-hour format next
quarter to accommodate an influx of
students who have completed their
radio training and will become disc
jockeys.
This quarter, the station has tuned
out between 2-4 a.m., depending on
what time the announcer wants to
leave.
**Now there’s 30 to 40 DJs, and next
quarter there will be 64 DJs,’’ Jim
McManamon, program director, said.
Student
directors,
such
as
McManamon, supervise the station’s
operation and try to juggle all the interests that exist on the area’s only
non-commercial radio station.
‘**Basically, I’m supposed to be in
charge of everything that goes on the
air,” McManamon, a senior wildlife
major, said.
‘I think it’s (KHSU) great. If you
get involved with the station and spend
quite a bit of time at the station you
learn a lot about radio involvement,”’
=
Eagleton, engineering director,
Eagleton, a senior speech communication major who has interned at
Arcata radio station KXGO,
said
working at KHSU is not much different than working at a
radio station.
McManamon said it is hard to break
into radio without experience, so
KHSU is a good chance for aspiring

In addition to giving students exin radio, Larry Johnson,
HSU’s faculty adviser, said community members who have something
to offer
are used by the station for prooe
that KHSU would otherwise
ack.
Johnson said his job as adviser is to
see that station rules are clear and
adhered to. He said he is interested in
broadcasting that meets professional
criteria.
Besides being the adviser for the station, he teaches four speech classes in
radio. He said he draws on his announcer experiences and research in
radio listener habits to teach the operational aspects of radio.
Johnson said one of his objectives,
since becoming adviser in January
1982, has been to achieve consistency
in the station’s block programming
format.
Johnson said block programming
means a listener can tune in one day at
a certain time and is likely to hear
something similar the next day at the
same time. The consistency of block
programming keeps people tuning in
again and again, he said.
Because of the different programs
offered, this is not always easy. Programs include folk, classical, jazz, rock
‘n’ roll, blues, reggae, opera, soul,
funk, country, bluegrass, show tunes,
rhythm and blues, and talk shows.
HSU is kept on the airwaves by

m

from the Associated Students

and
Friends of KHSU, persons who
——
the station with donations,
ane Dubos-Bubno,
community
development director, said.

Dubos-Bubno, senior resource planning
major, said KHSU’s
yearly

budget is about $37,000.

Of that, about one-fifth is supplied by
Friends of KHSU and other donations.
But most of the money comes from the
university, she said.
Dubos-Bubno supervises all fundraising activities and promotion. Since
KHSU is not commercially funded,
fund-raising activities are important

for the station’s survival.
Besides fund raising, Dubos-Bubno
said she wants to form a community
advisory board so KHSU can receive
comments from the community and
know what people want from it.
The mechanical operations of KHSU
are the responsibility of Chief Engineer
John Swords and
Bolton, station
manager. Both jobs are the only paid
positions at the station.

news workshop

KHSU

Broadcasters under constant pressure;

tight deadlines promote staff cooperation
KHSU news, a separate entity from
KHSU radio, is student-run radio news
covering local, state and national
events for the campus community.
This quarter more than ever, the emphasis has been on local news, News
Director Terry Finnegan said. Finnegan, a senior journalism major, is in
charge of six news editors and 18
reporters.
KHSU news is separate from KHSU
radio, journalism a
and faculty adviser Herschel Wilson said.
The news is under the journalism
department, while KHSU
radio is
under speech communication.

‘**] take a laissez-faire approach to

being
an adviser,’’ he said.
Wilson said he wants students to run
the show. He occasionally drops
in on

the news station, located

in the

ment

of

Bret

Harte

House,

‘*I go down screaming when a news
show comes up short,”’ he said, in
reference to broadcasts that do not fill
allotted air time.
Students p
e and broadcast four
news shows daily during the week.
The shows air at 7:30 a.m., 12:25
p.m., and at $ and 10 p.m.
Students rewrite Associated Press
wire copy and learn to make actualities, which are tape-recorded,
edited interviews, for broadcasts.
Wilson said the goal of the station is
that students learn to be good, ethical
news reporters and newscasters, and
that they keep the public informed.
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and

sometimes listens to the broadcasts
fram a radio in his office, he said.

Bay Auto Supply
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»

offers students training
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Enlargement Sale!
for one third of AP wire service costs.

Continued
from preceding page
Because KHSU is a
experience, the quality a
=
sometimes suffers, but Wilson said he
does not deny a student the chance to
read over the air.
Students who start out with bad

Wilson

said he started

the KHSU

news workshop in fall quarter of 1972
to start a broadcast news workshop,”’

improve their vocal quality, he

he said. He said KHSU news is bound
by the same regulations as other radio
news shows.

Since KHSU is separate from KHSU
r
radio, the news has its own
which is $450
a year for su
;
—_ bills and transportation,
Wilson

——
said the news vee is
a very
pressure situation
use
of the constant deadlines that must be

—

color
enlargement

with six students. ‘‘The education opportunity is the whole reason I wanted

‘*People help each other out because
it is so tight, there are deadlines every
minute,”’ he said.

KHSU news is funded through the
Associated Students and the Instructionally Related Activities fund. The
state pays for most of the equipment,
Wilson said, and the university pays

“To be able to do this (turn out a
news broadcast) every
day you have to
have a good staff,’’ Finnegan said.
— Joyce M. Mancini
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““You might call us the poor relation
of the journalism department,’’ Finnegan said.
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HSU couples enjoy common
By Betty Kelly
Steff writer

For some employees at HSU, leaving for work in

the morning does not mean leaving
your spouse
because in some instances wives and husbands work
on campus.
In one case, a couple teach in the same discipline
and share the same office.
Frank Marks and his wife Sheila share an office
and teach in the music department.
Frank teaches
o, and Sheila teaches music
appreciation. ‘‘I like my wife teaching in the same
ment,”’ Frank said. ‘‘We share the same office, and when she comes in to use her office while I
am there, I have to get out of her way.
‘*Both Sheila and I received our master’s degree

in music at Yale. This is where we met, by taking

rewarding.

:

**] get to know the music students, and I feel like
involved when my husband talks about his

workplace

‘Common interests aid the relationships
of couples who work together at HSU’
Physical geography Professor John Harper said
some students are surprised to learn that his wife,
Joan, teaches in the business department.
‘‘But the students adjust tu both of us because we
teach different subjects,”’ he said. John has been at
HSU for 12 years.
‘“‘My wife and I met in Bakersfield where I was
ete
with Chevron,
and she was teaching at
Bakersfield Junior College.
;
‘“When we go home in the evenings, and while we
have our dinner, we discuss what happened durin

the day at the college. But not in great detail
because our family comes first,’’ he said.
Joan said her husband’s students relate to her

and students, for 1 know what he is talking

ship of another HSU couple.
Lolly Haston, director of the Academic Information and Referral Center, said she and her husband,
political science Professor Bruce Haston, have
similar interests.
‘The HSU students are important to us, and my
husband and I share our interests in these
students,’’ she said.
Lolly said she met her husband on a blind date.
‘*What is odd, is neither one of us wanted to go
out that night, but we hit it off right away.
*“We are in
t about the HSU
campus and students. My husband is less liberal
than I am politically, but that does not cause a conflict,’’ she said.
Haston said she talks to students who have been
WE
Lo
eon
eee
ae

: rf fey

til

realize who she is, then they get embarrass-

Lolly, who has worked at HSU for about six
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Library thefts rise toward end of quarter
Oyler said the library urges students to mark their

By Sarah Sawyer
Sealf writer

pr

In the final two weeks of the quarter, with papers

due and finals around the corner, both students and
more.
thieves use the library
books left
when ter
This is the time of the quar
the target
become
Library
HSU
the
in
unattended
of crimes.
Stolen books can be sold back to the Humboldt
University Bookstore, and there is no way to tell if
the person selling them is the original owner.
Calculators, backpacks, notes, mechanical peno purses and watches are all easy targets for

theft.

In the final weeks of a quarter, the impact of losing or having class notes stolen may be worse than
the loss of a wallet.
“‘The suspect is almost asked to take the things

that are left unattended. It is like advertising free

merchandise,’’

rey

Police

In-

Department

Bob Jones
;
David Oyler, university librarian, said students
are not aware cf the problem and often leave things
unattended.
“*I¢ is one of those things where you think

Jones said they are easily avoid-

for the victim,

If students keep an eye on their possessions there

—

possibility they will become victims, Jones

“*If the opportunity is taken away the high risk of
a victim will be gone.’
It only takes a second for the crime to take place.
A student may become a victim in the time it takes
to use the restroom.
Oyler said it is wise for students to have someone
ms no matter how long they
watch their
But there is an element of trust in
plan to an
, and students may want to take their
that, he

things with them.

names known.”’

By Patty Pearson
Staff weiter

Jan Grimes, a friendly, white-haired woman not
only lives in McKinleyville, but in fear of communism.
“1 wish I didn’t worry about it; I can’t sleep

nights,’’ she said.
Grimes

—e

makes

=

a distinction

the

Russian

between

people.

disliking

‘‘I

like

mes has pamphlets, articles, magazines and

by
back up her fear of a world takeover
to s
book
communists. ‘‘Here they are, (communists) right
down in Central America, and they’re coming up.”’
Grimes said she believes there are communists in
our country who influence others by exploiting pro-

t. ““Communists don’t
blems such as unem
create the issues, they exploit them.
“‘Problems are worse in Russia, but you don’t

hear about them.”’
Grimes, a Christian, said Christians could never
be communists because communists are atheists.
““Communists don’t become Christians,’’ she said.

Grimes was raised in Mississippi. She has lived in

Humboldt County with her husband for four years.
“‘There are many people in Humboldt County
who are anti-communists but don’t want their

um,

espresso-juice bar
international newspapers

9g 108

@

Sun.-Thurs. Noon to 10 p.m.

@

Fri. - Sat.

é

She first heard about communism, as a threat,
from some friends. Later, in a church in Mississipi, the minister characterized all persons from
ississippi as being racists. Grimes felt a Christian
should never have made such a broad accusation.
When the minister continued to make the same
eneralized statements, Grimes went back to her
riends who first told her about communism. She
stopped attending the church, and has continued to
study communism.

She said students are a target of communists.

**Student
fluencing
Grimes
group of
students

inof the °60s are now teachers
their students.’’
said one pamphlet she has describes a
radical teachers trying to give college
another view of history, sociology,

political science and economics.

Grimes said it would be nice if the United States
it is
but
did not need a large budget for the mili
ahead
‘ar
so
are
Russians
‘‘The
necessary because,
guest
in The (Arcata)
The World Peace Council
Union in which she said
is the Soviet Union’s most important front in its
campaign to disarm the free world. She said the
KGB and the Central Committee of the Soviet

Union’s Communist Party run the council.

PROMOATIONAL
A-R-T-8
CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTED T-SHIRTS ,etc.
‘for your Club or Organization!

Noon to Midnight

Reservations

Petty thefts happen because someone is careless,
Jones said. They occur when people leave possessions unattended on lawns or benches where they
can easily be taken.

haunts woman

Communism

T TUBS
OOR l HO
OUTDTradi
Sauna Cabins
tiona
wW

More than a third of them were avoidable, he

Fear causes sleepless nights

it will

never happen to you,’’ he said.
have serious consequences
Crimes of
ed.

y.
Tee caer of thefts in the library has increased,
but it is not an epidemic, Oyler said.
is not the only place on
Jones said the library
campus where crimes of opportunity take place.
petty thefts on campus
There were 134 reported

from spring quarter to the end of fall quarter, Jones
-_

RETAIL STORE FEATURING
LOCAL ARTISTS
95501
448-3822
(707)Ca
,
Third St. Eureha

822-2228

A

Are you searching
for that “new look?”

You can find it
at
CAMPUS CUTS
Gniversity Center

826-4470

L610GS
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Country doctor
Fatherly advice sounds good
By Julia Robiason
Staff writer

Bluegrass and country lovers and
others gathered to hear Doc and Merle
Watson Friday night at the HSU John
Van Duzer Theater.
The show was characterized by
Doc's conversation between sets.
“In °34, I had a little homemade
five-string banjo my daddy made for
me. He said, i
learn to play this
thing
it
might help you to get along in
this world.’ °’
Watson’s career indicates he took
the advice to heart. He has performed
music for more than 40 years.
Born in Stoney Fork, N.C., Doc was

blind from birth. He taught himself to
play harmonica and received a new one

‘Hello there,

bless your heart’
each Christmas. He then became interested in the baajo and guitar. Doc
learns songs by ear and by imitating
musicians and albums.
At the show he played a tune sung to
him by his mother, ‘‘The F
ie Went
a Courting,’’ complete with
animal
voices and expressions.
Watson stayed with the guitar and
harmonica throughout the show. He
was joined by his son Merle on slide
guitar, T. Michael Coleman on bass
and vocal harmonies
and Mark
O’Conner on fiddle and mandolin.
Peter Rowen graced the stage on some
songs with his electrifying mandolin
and fine voice.

The mood was festive, especially
when the musicians, each a major
talent, played to their limits as they did
on ‘‘Sheep
in the Meadow,”’ which left
the crowd screaming for more.
The musicians responded with ‘‘In
My Babies Arms,”’ followed by a second intermission. Doc said, ‘‘You can
all rest from my big mouth now.”’
He was clearly in charge throughout
the show, giving
the history of each
song tetordiand and cuing the other
musicians when to enter.
A musical conversation existed when
Doc’s fingers danced across the strings.
He would then say, ‘‘What do you
think of that Mark?’’ O‘Conner would
then answer with sweet fiddle strains
and Merle would move in with slide
uitar moves. The result was happy
aughter all around.
Improvisation
added
to the
evening’s magic — nothing seemed
rehearsed
They closed the show with ‘“‘Mama
Don’t Allow No Music Played
Around
Here,” using a fast-paced blend of instruments.
Doc received a standing
ovation and
returned to the stage by himself.
Silence followed his return until a
baby cried out and he chortled, ‘‘Hello
there, bless your heart.’’
He then asked the audience to sing
along as he pulled out his mouth harp
and played a Dixie tune with such intensity that everyone clapped.
The three-hour show opened with a
set by Jim Cornwell and Tom Menning, two guitarists. The audience
demanded an encore which caught
them by surprise, but they responded
and played one more song.

— K.C. Swan

Doc Watson

Big band jazz drummer sticks to perfect beat
By Robin Lutchansky

Staff writer
Jazz drummer Louie Bellson did everything right at his performance in the HSU John Van Duzer Theater Saturday night.
Gil Cline, director of the HSU P.M. Jazz Band, said Bellson
can be described as having fangs.
‘*Having fangs is a musician’s term which means he’s got the
music down, everything’s perfect,’’ Cline said after the show.
One jazz critic, Leonard Feather, has called Bellson ‘‘one of
jazz history’s most phenomenal drummers.”’
Bellson dazzled the sparse crowd of about 150 persons with
his exquisite drum playing. As Carl Cox, a music senior, said
“it was a Jon, er display of sure technical virtuosity.’’
In his
y years as a professional musician, Bellson was
drummer for Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey, Duke Ellington, Harry James and Count Basie.
His stints with James proved to be particularly rewarding, he
said in an interview following the show. The room he stayed in
oe See
eae oe
an ae
Bailey used when she was
in town, he said.
The two eventually met and were married four days later.

This

is their 31st wedding anniversary.
was the first drummer

to use a twin-bass setup.

When he was 15, he drew a detailed sketch of his dream drums

for an art class. His teacher gave him an A, but the drum comt'
t he was aaa
He waited
seven years be
a drum company finally agreed
to manufacture the set for him, he said. Today, more than 75

—_
Loute Bellson

a

O@OOure-

Parsons
— Tim
C0806
COCRNO

-cbaewuet

—
of all drummers use the Bellson-originated, two-bass
rum setup.

See BELLSON,
page 29
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Hollywood doctor, band
paint a portrait in fusion
Severinsen

By Theresa Novi
The strong, clear blasts from Doc
Severinsen’s
trumpet
shattered
the
stillness
of the
HSU
Van
Duzer
Theater Wednesday night.
Severinsen is the band leader for the

‘*Tonight Show,’’ but in concert with
his band Xebron, he steered clear of
songs typical of the show.
**You may think we are going to play
music like ‘Stardust’ from the show,’’
Severinsen told the audience.
‘*Well you are wrong. We want to
paint a little different musical painting
tonight.
Let us show
you our
.””

he

said.

Most of the songs were jazz fusion, a
blend of jazz and rock.

The

crowd

of

about

600

“This theater
whole
town,’

would have fit the
Severinsen
said,

laughing.
a

“I knew I wanted to be a trumpet
my dad brought home a

He said
musician,
perfection.
**I could
would say
said. ‘‘But

learn.”’

his
was

worked

on

the

big

Severinsen said he does not think of
himself as famous.
‘*Sometimes I will be somewhere and

hear

father, a doctor and
strict and demanded

fectly and he
no just DK,” Severinsen
that was the best way to

myself,

and

it

will

be

“Tonight
with

Show,’’

symphony

Severinsen

orchestras

and

STORE

ONLY

the

plays
visits

college campuses.
‘‘The college students are our most
open-minded listeners,’’ he said.
Severinsen and the four other musicians who
constitute Xebron began
pla ying together about a year ago.
“A few years -! felt my music
was getting stale.
kind of jazz is a

oe.

It’s a new goal for me,”’ he

‘“We write our own music because it
ives us a chance to give our musical
en
a
ee
oy ee ee
fe

“Our
main
thrust is towards
originality,’’ he said.
Severinsen said he dislikes it when
people categorize music.
**] like to play music from all eras.
No one has ever figured out what pure
jazz is, but a lot of people sure do like
to criticize anything that sounds different.

“There is nothing right or wrong
about music,” he said, ‘‘music is
music.
“The day I have to retire I want to
die. I would rather find a job shoveling

(Euan
ARCATA

awhile

before I realize it is me,’’ he said.
In addition
to his role on

called

Severinsen
back for two encore performances.
In an interview after the
formance, Severinsen spoke about his life
as a musician. Carl Hilding Severinsen,
$6, was born in the small town of Ari-

ington Oregon.

has

band
circuit, playing with Benny
Goodman and Tommy Dorsey.

Staff writer

manure out of stalls than do nothing.

Doc Severinsen

600
F Street

This Week's Specials

George Killians Irish Red
G-pakk

12 oz. bottles

Its the same old story : your studing hard, but

burnt out, dorit despair lighten up— give your self
a break. Refresh your me

and your bod

with food from Garcia's,
maybe a cold beer or
a drink from our bar.
Weve got something
Good luck next week

Southside

for every
.
and remembér GAPCIA'S

of the Plaza

~ 822-6221

&
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Bellson
Continued from page 27
At the show Saturday night, the HSU P.M. Jazz
Band performed with Bellson. Band members came

alive when Bellson played a 20-minute drum solo.

&

When Bellson sat amidst his gleaming drum set,
his stage presence
perked thi
considerably.
As part of a
aptly titled ** Explosion,”’
Bellson im
the audience with his musicality.
To sing to the audience through his drums, Bellson
alternated between pla
with four drumsticks at
once, using drumsticks with bells attached and playing with drum brushes.
is dynamic rhythms spoke for themselves.
Mike LaBolle,
drummer for the P.M.
Jazz Band, said, ‘‘!
a drummer on how emotional he can be with his instrument. Bellson has
flash, but he plays music. He’s not just trying to
show off.’"’
Bellson along with LaBolle, winner of the winter
quarter KXGO drum-off, gave the audience a rare
treat when they closed the show with a drum duet.
The communication flowing between the two drum

“

sets was so tight it was almost physically visible.
The improvised solos were breathtaking. Both
players performed their finest tricks. After Bellson
made a sound by rubbing his fingers down the sides
of his drum sticks, LaBolle countered with an eerie
noise he made by rubbing the tip of one of his sticks
across the cymbal.

‘Everybody respects HSU.
They dig the school
and like the community’
‘*Cymbal screeches don’t always work, so | was
taking a chance,’’ LaBolle said after the show.
The show combined musical mastery with humor
thanks to Bellson’s expertise. He truly deserved the
standing ovation he received.
The experience was also valuable to P.M. Jazz
Band members. Besides the five hours of rehearsal
before the show, Bellson gave a free drum

si
relaxed dining in The

,
Loft

waited table service

11:30a.m.-1:30p.m.

tmMonday-Friday
Soom

§=Located on the 5rd floor

TUNE

workshop Saturday afternoon.
**It’s a privilege to play with someone
good and
such a great attitude. It was
ning experience about the importance of
play
that is, playing as a unit, not just
rg
kin, an alto saxophone player in

**He’s touched me because he’s got such a good
spirit. I learned a lot about how to solo and play
with a 7 band more. These are new things to consider in drums,’’ LaBolle said.
Bellson just finished a London tour with his
19-piece band, The Louie Bellson Big Band Explosion. He said he performs with aspiring musicians
at about 30 colleges a year.
‘*It was a good experience for me as well as the

youngsters. This is the first time I’ve ever been here

— I was impressed. Everybody respects HSU. They
7.
school and like the community,’’ Bellson
said.
“Theé whole time
: I’ve been J here, I saw nothing
negative. Everything was positive.’’

UP ayaa

TOWN

SPECIAL

Friday

Friiay

J4cy.

$25 rmrm

$4.25

6 Cyl.

$30

of the UC. Center § yg

Pius Ports

$40 Pius Parts
822-5114

GLEN BONNER'S UNION TOWN AUTO PARTS
ARCATA

This Space
has
the
who
and

been reserved to thank all of
fellow travelers
in my classes
have shown care in their work
a willingness
to communicate.

Your efforts have encouraged
me,
and perhaps your successors
will
provide justification
for me to
shave in class next quarter.
Bruce Plopper
Journalism

kinko’s copies
MON. — THUR. 6-9 p.m.
SUNDAY
12-5 p.m.
1618 G Street, Arcata 822-8712
OPEN

7 DAYS

who’s so
a big learensemble
soloing,’
the band,
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‘Ahoy, all you proud fishermen’
Bob Lambie
Arts editor
Ti
to get an album producedis
a di
t task for any musician
who
does not have a track record.
The typical scenario involves sen-

demonstration
tapes to countless

slip.
Dale Hustler,
one of the more
recognized
names on the local music
scene, grew tired of form letters from
the
recording companies turning
down
work. So he decided
to proSe
Se
*“*I’ve been
tapes to
sees “oo feontT
for 10 years,’’ Hus
th
t, well I could do this forever
and keep on starving, or do
something about it on my own.”’
Hustler spent three months working
t the SolarTip recording
studio in

Blue Lake withengineer Mark Lyon
to

Proud Fisherman.”

produce ‘‘The

quotes song of the album has

become somewhat of an anthem for
area fishermen.
‘*] was originally going to trash the
song after a good f
of mine

described it as quaint,’’ Hustler said.
**] was pla

in Rick’s Red

Carpet,and the

was an out-

of-work fisherman who used to rerar ‘that fisherman song’ all the
time,’’ he said.
**Rick’s is next to KVIQ,and some
of the local media
used to
drop by occasi
ly. Pretty soon
they were using
my
on the air
behind some of the fishing stories
ba Bory
run,”’ md said.
ve
n he was running into
on the docks who had scandad tie
cone off the television and were playing it for their friends, he said.
Later
the song was used
as the
theme music at the dedication of ‘‘Er-

nie,’’ the —

and bronze statue of

a fisherman that stands at the

tions have cabinets full of unsolicited
recordings they have never played.
**] can’t afford an agent or a
public relations staff so I do it all
myself,’’ Hustler said.

“I think it helps a lot if the musi-

cian himself makes the trip to the
radio station to promote his material.
It shows interest.’’
Hustler, a Trinidad resident, made
his living as a plumber in the Los
Angeles area before coming to Humboldt County.
“After a couple years of working
all day and playing gigs at night, |
realized that I had to get out of
there,’’ Hustler said.

| Hustler’s music is influenced by
such people as Jim Croce, Cat

.

Ernie casts his net at the Woodley
island Marina in Eureka.
unrequited.
Particular favorites are ‘‘The Proud Fisherman,”’ “Skyline Cowboy”’
and ‘‘Many Returns.”’
‘*Many
Returns,’’ a love song in
the style of Croce, has guitar work

Woodley Island Marina.

Stevens, John Renbourn and Bert

that evokes a certain eerie quality

an interest in the record.

lyrics about love, both fulfilled and

reminiscent of Pentangle.

Area radio stations have also taken
Going

on

vacation

spring breok?
“ PET CARE &TC..."
experienced animal lover
will provide T.L.C. to

Outrageous

“KNCR, KRED, KHSU and others
have all given the album air time,
which
helps a lot,’’ Hustler said.
Getting air time on radio can be
difficult, considering
most radio sta-
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Special for St, Patrich's da

822-7732
Halfway to San Francisco

Give Yourself a Break!

$2.59 Spak
(reg. $3.10)

Landmark Bakery
77 W. Commercial, Willits 95490
fine pastries, croissants, cakes,
fresh coffee, herb teas, cold juices

Open Monday - Saturday 6am

through March 17th

to 5:30 pm

HAIR
STOP
Shari, Dewna

Sve, and Leurie

Welcome You
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Condition!
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Cut & Style.

iviectous Square

622-4696
7 Deys o

Walk-ins Welcome
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from a Cobra to a Harrier to the
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Humboldt Calendar
CONCERT: Oboist David Weiss with the Humboldt Symphony, Fri., Sat., 8 p.m., Van Duzer
Theater, 90
gen
$4.50 stu.

BAND

CONCE

University Concert Band,

“2," “BIGIT HASS MUST BE KILLED”: Minor
Theater, Sun. thr
Tues., 7 p.m., $1.99.
OUTDOOR
ADVENTURE
BLOOPERS”
Thurs., 8 p.m., Kate Buchanan Room.

HSU Brass Choir and Trumpet Ensembie, Sun.,
8:15 p.m., Fulkerson Recital Hall, free.
STUDENT RECITAL: Mon., 8:15 p.m., Fulkerson Recital Hall, free.
THE RHYTHMATICIANS: soul, rhythm and

=

Ert

Sat., 8:30 p.m., Kate Buchanan Room,

BENEFIT: for Arcata Recycling Center, Sunday, Old Town Bar & Grill, T.N.T., Stereotactics,
Mason Dixon and The Passion, 9 p.m.
DANCE:

Town

Airhead,

Hall,

Sat.,

$3.50,

8:30

sponsored

p.m.,

MEN'S TRACK: VS. San francisco State, Sat.,
10 a.m., at Arcata.

WOMEN'S

Trinidad

by Everyman's

» Reese Bullen
PORCELAIN

E:

the

——

=

;
SCULPTURE:

3

R HONORS:

by

Lyn

10 a.m., at Arcata.

RUGBY: HSU Rugby Club will play McGeorge
School of Law, Sat., Sacramento,

1 p.m.

Haxton,

Exhibition, through Mon..,

ETCHINGS: By Libby Maynard, Tues. through

March 22, F
THE MARCH

Thompson,
guitar and organ, Wed. through Sat

;
BERJACKS:
Past, Pre-

sent and Future, Sie.

BIRDS

“BELL, BOOK AND CANDLE”: Wed. through
Sat., Gist Hall Theater,

TRACK: vs. Sacramento and San

Francisco State, Sat.,

LOOKING
FORWARD
AND LOOKING
BACK: works by metaismiths, through Sat.,

p.m.,

\Sperts

$3.50 gen.,

$2.50 stu.,

free.
“A TASTE OF HONEY:” Pacitic Arts Center,
Thurs., Sat., 8 p.m., call 822-0828
for info.
ABSURDITIES” & “OUT AT

OF

PREY:

COLEAGES
OF

he

i
lea

a

Northwestern

1882: by HEU shumnus

ames Graham

A WAY

HSU Library.

Moody,

through

and toca

Mon., HSU

LIFE: Photos
by David J. Filippini,

Mon. through March 28, HSU Library

PERFORMANCE:
by Cheever, Oral interpretaSen Westnes Fri., Sat., 8p.m., Studio theater,

ee
DANCE:

8:15 p.m.,

North Country Folk Ensemble,

Fri.,

Humboldt Cultural Center.

Pacific Art Center's Second ‘Stage Prowrem
p.m oe

David

Leo, Thurs.

Mevies
“QUESS

WHO'S

aac

COMING

Fri.,

TO

, $1.75

aT
CAME
Cinematheque,
Founders

FROM
OUTER
Fri. Sat., Sun.,

Hall

Aud.,

GOLD

RUSH”:

SPACE”:
10

p.m.,

Sat,

7:30

Cinematheque.

Sun...

$2

“CAT BALLOU”: Cinemateque,
p.m., Founders Hall Aud., $1.75

“THE

DINNER”:

7:30 p.m., Founders Hall

7:30 p.m., Founders
Hall Aud., $1.75
“BEST
FRIENDS, " “ARTHUR”:
Arcata
oa
Wed. through Tues.
7:45 pm.,

CONCERT:

University Chow, Chamber Singers.

Madrigal Singers, and Vocal Jazz Ensemble,
Thurs., 8:15 p.m., Fulkerson Recital Hail, free

THREE 1
TIME”:

a

ama

“ONCE

UPON A
7

Send Hallmark Lite-Just
for fun!
What is a third less serious than regular
cars? Zany new Hamat Ute! Comic

family end fends.

se ga
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By Jim Noonan
Sports editor
_
Wood’s phone has been ringing a lot this
week.
On the other end of the line are people offering
congratulations.
In his second season as head coach of the HSU
men’s basketball team, Wood has coached the team
to an 18-10 record and guided the Lumberjacks to a
victory in the post season Shaughnessy Tournament
— giving the team a berth in the Western Regional
NCAA Division 2 playoffs.
The ’Jacks will be wre oy Sd their seventh consecutive win in Bakersfield Friday against California State University, Bakersfield.
A win would advance HSU to the finals of the

regional playoffs, where a win would

send the

*Jacks to the Division 2 quarterfinals.
It was announced Monday that Wood was named
Northern California Athletic Conference co-Coach
of the Year. Wood shares the award with Doug
Sanderson, the coach of California State College,
Stanislaus
Wood is happy with the award, but said, ‘‘It is
more important that our guys have been roving so
well. And the season’s not over. We are one of 32
teams left (in Division 2) that still has a chance to do
Looking back on the season, Wood said, ‘‘One
of the smartest things I’ve done is kept
the game fun
and harped on the team — even early in the season

when we were not playing great basketball — that if
we ever reached our potential, we'd be fine.’’
Wood said team contidence and becoming used

to close games are responsible for the team’s lateseason surge.
““We’ve matured as a team. Why,

I don’t know.

In the first round of league play.it dawned
on us
that we could beat anybody in the league.”
Of the 28 games the team has played this year, the
*Jacks have been either ahead or behind by two
points with less than three minutes of play on 20 ocThe past few weeks the ‘Jacks have been doing
what they rarely did last year and early this year —
winning the close —
“We've got the feeling now where if it’s close, we
can win it,’’ Wood said.

Of the last six games, Wood said, ‘‘There hasn't
been a game when we weren’t extremely ready to
play basketball.’’
HSU
Athletic Director Dick Niclai thinks
Wood's ability to get good oo to come to HSU
is the main reason for the team’s success this
season.
**He’s a great recruiter,’’ Niclai said. ‘‘Recruiting
has to rank as the most important aspect of winning
over a long season.”’
Wood agreed with Niclai on the importance of
recruiting.
**You've got to have the players, and you don’t
get them by ve in your office.”
Wood said the key to recruiting ‘‘is the same as
selling
life insurance. You have to be persistent.
‘‘There are pare out there who want to come to
Humboldt. The thing is to get them here,”’ he said.
Wood is responsible for recruiting the backbone
of the Lumberjack basketball team: Jeff Fagan,
Henry Felix and Cliff Dyson.
Fagan was named first team all conference this
year, Dyson made the second team for the second
consecutive year and Felix was honorable mention.
Wood has said all season Fagan’s play has been
critical in the team’s quest for victory.
‘““When he’s playing well, we're a very tough
team to beat. He gives us size, but not just size.
He’s a very gifted player.”’
Dyson got off to a slow start this season, but
turned in a 25-point
against California State
University, Chico and made the
winning free-_— against San Francisco in the tournament
Wood said injuries and a change in the team’s offense caused Dyson to ‘‘maybe not have had as
good a season as he would have liked.’’
The addition of Fagan to the team resulted in
Dyson not getting as many opportunities at shots
near the
. So Dyson had to resort to floating
on the ou
. Wood said.

Against Chico, Dyson floated comfortably. He

ee *Jacks in the
with his
shots.
ood and the HSU
basketball team have come a
long way in a short time. This weekend they will try
to complete the first step toward
going even further

— the

NCAA Division 2 finals in Massachusetts.

*“We're playing our best ball of the year,’’ Wood

said,‘‘and we're capable of playing better.”

— Randy Thiebs
*
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Prepared women’s team
on track for best finish
team

By Mitch Lilly

Staff writer

this year,

and

events,’ Beling said.

The HSU women’s track and field
team has a chance to make its best
finish ever this spring because the team
has more record-holders and more
members on the team, Coach Dave
Wells said.
HSU has never finished higher than
fifth in the conference championships.
‘‘We are vastly improved,”’ Wells
said. “This year we can compete with
an
one an team, is oer pe
~— we've ever had,’’ he ie.
e’re in good shape, and everybody
- ag
idea of what they’re supposed 5 be doing,”’
Three years ago Wells started working with the women’s track team.
Before he started, three coaches quit
the job over a three-year period.
Wells said the team has lacked consistency in phi
hy because of the
number of coach changes.
Consistency exists this year because
pa
—_« last year’s team is back,
jomore
Gne record-holder is so
holds
nursing major Lori Beling,who
w
the school high jump record with a leap
of 5 feet 4 inches.
a
is back on the team this year.
She
said the biggest improvement for
the team this year has been the increase
in the number of persons on the team.

‘‘There are a lot more people on the

we

double

This means at least two athletes will
compete in each event, she said.
School record-holder Donna Carroll, a biology senior, is back on the
team this year. She broke the school
javelin toss record of 125 feet with a
throw of 126 feet 3 inches at the Northern California Athletic Conference
championships last season.
Despite the record, she missed going
to the national championships by 4

feet.

o

get

there

this year,’’

LATIN
RUSSIAN

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A BROCHURE
CONTACT: SUMMER LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ
CALIFORNIA 95064 OR PHONE (408) 429-2524

eee

Carroll

Leading the distance runners this
ear is Lori Ramirez. She finished third
n the 1500 at the conference championships last year.
Wells said Ramirez is in great shape.
He called her the highest quality athlete
on the team.
The top returning sprinter is Julie
Carper, a sophomore nursing major,
Wells said.
‘“‘We have a talented group of
sprinters that should field some fine
relay teams,"’ he said.
The team hosts California State
University, Sacramento and San Francisco State University Saturday at 10 in
the Redwood Bowl.
At the end of this season, top individuals in each event can qualify for
the NCAA nmngg. EE2 championships
at the conference championships to
held May 13-14 at San Francisco State.

SUMMER IN
SANTA CRUZ
GERMAN

can

.

rinter Julie Ca
ovens anwhile

— Tim Parsons

works on her start in
tion for the home
Emma Alvarez, also a
inter, looks —

ARCATA BOWL
DON & FRED VANNI
COCKTAIL LOUNGE — POOL TABLE
SNACK COUNTER — CARD ROOM
‘BRING AD IN AND RECEIVE |
1 FREE
GAM
WITH 1 PAID GAME
793

Kst. ARCATA
822-2463
1 COUPON PER DAY
LIMMT

Daily Flights
to
Oakland

&

Portland

ti din
and enjoy the
flavors of asia

4

third and G sts. Gilackes 442-3092

For reservations 839-3291

or your travel agent
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Sports roundup
‘Long season’ over for Cheek’s

Eric Lessley at 142, Navarre at 134, Tod Owens

By almost anyone’s standards, the 1982-83
So
was a successful cam:
The 'Jacks won the conference and
one
wrestler, Dave Navarre, named All-American.

at 1$0, Jerry Middleton and Don Dodds at 167."’

en eepeeey His stan-

The men’s

=

of success
=. not easil
“It was a
year,”’
““We finished 8-7 in dual meets which was
somewhat
ae
ee ly after we
started out by
beating
University of Oregon.

a good performance Saturday against San Fran-

The meet begins at ‘10 in
**We are hoping for our
“San Francisco’s first meet
aoa and they didn’t show

‘*We'’re used to winning at least two-thirds of

“We
good performances in several
events,’’
Hunt said. ‘‘We’'ll have Octavio
Morales, Ray Webb and Mike Williams in the

Cheek
has his recruiting work
cut out for him.

He will have to replace two key seniors:

1,500, and Mark Conover in the $,000.’’

1$8-pound Gregg Olson and heavyweight Joe

Williams is finally starting to run well again
after a long battle with a knee injury, which rees surgery. While at Arcata
High School,
illiams was one of the top high school distance
runners in Northern California.
Two years ago, Morales was runner-up in the

**It’s
I cagoing to be hard tor eplace Olso n,””
Cheek said. ‘‘He won 29 matches and led the
team in eight statistical categories. Joe Kamiski
was very effective for us, winning 20 matches.
**A 20-match winner in wrestling is very much
like a 20-game winner in baseball— they’re tough

state high school mile.

Conover may try to qualify for the nationals in
the $,000 meter run.
Hunt said other strong events for the ‘Jacks
will be the high jump and pole vault.
Rich Nemeth will be trying to vault 15 feet

to

However, Cheek does have some solid

returners.

‘‘We have many good people coming back —
°

<a

1”

@*

Ck

#

Fy A

a

SAVE

MONEY

ON

THE

c

be

<

BEST

oN

ign

TV

gs
Le

~

- but should pick up a lot of seconds and thirds.
He is looking
for the team to do well in the

distance races, oe
ee
eee
‘I’m looking forward to the relays more
any other event,’’ Wells said.
Last week at the NCAC relay HSU placed second in the four-man 3,200 meter relay and
fourth in the meet.

G
HUMBOLDT

COUNTY

wase WERE & DRY FREE
D & J LAUNDERLAND
VALLEY WEST SHOPPING CENTER, ARCATA
(NEXT TO ROUND TABLE PIZZA)
HOURS 7 AM to 10PM 7 DAYS A WEEK

THE DELICACY OF FRESH TOFU!
Get it From the Source!

Delicatessen
768

The women’s track team will face Sacramento
State University and San Francisco this weekend
in its only home meet of the year.
**It should be a close meet between Sacramento
and us,’’ Coach Dave Wells said.
‘*We should handle San Francisco easily.
Wells said alth
ne
Oe
nee
its entire
ss
cat. thar ol wade
representative sq
“They are a quality team so
they will Ee
aaa secon ts each eal.”
He said the team may not get a lot of firsts,

HURT BOOKS a

Tr

IN

Women’s track

SALE

a

chee

DEAL

while Bobby Lucas will be aiming to clear 6 feet
10 inches in the high jump.
The Lumberjacks are still thin in the sprints.
‘*Danny King will have to carry most of the load
in the
sprints — that’s because Garrett Moore and
Ed Taylor are not full-time students,’’ Hunt said.
Both Moore and Taylor will be full-time
students next quarter and eligible to compete.

18th St . Arcata. CA

“We make our tofu in the old-country way. for a sweet delicate taste.“

(Also available in select markets and restaurants throughout Humboldt County )
® TRADITIONAL TOFU SINCE 1977 ¢

600 assorted books

at half price

NORTHTOWN BOOKS
957 H STREET ARCATA
822-2834

JACOBY STOREHOUSE ON THE PLAZA, ARCATA 822-7001
PAACRGEY

12

1002-228 V1VIuv “VZV1d IHL NO ISGNOHIWOLS AQOIvF

JACOBY STORENMOUSE ON THE PLAZA, ARCATA 822-7001

to have more depth.”’

Hair St

the Redwood Bowl.
first win,’’ Hunt said.
was against Pomonaa lot of overall

Lat year the Lumberjacks defeated the Gators,

coaching perspective because of our continual in-

a

hampered by in-

cisco State University.

our dual meets,’’ he said.
In his HSU career, Cheek’s teams have won
more than 80 percent of their dual meets.
Cheek said this season ‘‘was a long year from a

juries. Next year we

track team is still

juries, but Coach Jim Hunt is looking forward to

TOO2-228 VIWIUY “VZV 1d JHL NO ISNOHINOLS ABO

But Frank Cheek 2 Se

injury-plagued wrestlers

Classified
“ForSale
2:00 a.m. daily. 6-1.
FOR SALE— Double waterbed with
frame, thermostat and more. $90/Offer. Solid wood desk, $40/Offer. infinity stereo speakers mode! 4000A.
Three-way, strong sound. New was

$500 a pair, sell at $175/Offer. Cur3-9.

FOR SALE— Honda XL-500, on-off
road
bike.
Excellent
condition
$1,200 or best offer. Call 822-6459
after 5 p.m. 3-9
BEAUTIFUL

1981

FOR

SALE—
hard

14'-wide

Takamine

case.

rosewood

back

March 9, 1983

Murphy, 445-8085. 3-9.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST

per page. Dependable!
Close
to campus.
Call
826-0508. 3-9.

(rare)

OVERSEAS JOBS—

ROOM FOR RENT—
$200 for
single or $100 for couple to share
Newer house. Fireplace. Relaxed atmosphere. Pets OK. MckKinleyville
Available
March
15.
Patty,
839-2300. 3-9.
FOR
RENT—
in threehouse. No pets or smokers.
students preferred. Share
utilities. Call 626- 1380. 3-9.

FOR SALE— Excelent stereo: Turntable, casette,
8-track and two
speakers. One year
old. $200
or best
otter. Call Barbara, 826-3796. 3-9.

DOG BOARDING— Can't take your

WANT

DERBY IS THE HAT for 1983. See
them in brown and black, $23.50 at
the MAD

HATTER

HAT

SHOP.

418

6th Street, Eureka. 3-9
FOR SALE— Executive membership
at Cal
Court)
$125.
Phone
443-7179.

3-9.

Charlotte

Brown,

or

TO

‘WORK

with

pre-

schoolers? Humboldt Educare is hiring people with work-study $$ for spring quarter.
quarter. 3-9.
CASH,

not trash, from the Arcata

newspapers.
Call 822-8512
for
details. Drop by, 9th and N Streets,
Thursday, Friday or Saturday from 10
to 5. 3-9

TYPING/EDITING— Experience
with most subjects and formats. | enjoy doing resumes, theses, tables and
charts.

Summer

ALASKA. SUMMER ‘JOBS—

822-8011

Good

money$$.
Parks.
fisheries,
wilderness resorts, logging and much
more...““Summer Employment Guide”
1983
employer
listings
$4.95
Alasco, Box 2573, Saratoga, CA
95070-0573. 5-25

after 2:00. 3-9
PROFESSIONAL TYPING speciaizpe aay y o resumes and manuscript
typing. Using IBM Correcting Selectric. Call Diane, 822-7114. 6-1

THE STUDENT COUNCIL now has
a new
service available to the
Students. It is called “Letters to the
Legislators." They will mail your letters free.
Look for the manilla
envelopes around campus. Write today! 3-9

WASHBURN TYPING SERVICE—
Free pick-up and delivery daily
Thesis and dissertation experience
with quality.
Professional
guaranteed.
Different typefaces
available Call Patty, 442- 4389 6 1.

& Found

UG—

gold-banded
Timex
watch—
one
month ago. Green HSU sweatshirt—
March 3. Beautiful
green scarf—
March
3 at JGC.
Call Fred!!
826- 3894 3-9

HEY ZOOL BUD— We made it. (Was
there

Personals _
TO MY CUDDLY T.8.— 8G.
will miss you, and it's been
Many happy wishes! See you
sky! Hugs and kisses, Luv ya,
3-9

and!
great!
in the
Nicki.

MARK LOVELESS— You're making
a big mistake! How could you leave us
for her? CONGRATULATIONS!!! 3d
Floor Alder. 3-9
YOUNG
ATTRACTIVE
MALE—
§'11", 160 ibs., blond hair, blue
eyes, SEEKS temporary, serious relationship with beautiful brunette(s) in
Canyon Hall(s)! Urgent, serious inquiries only. Scott, X-3603. 3-9
SMILE
PRECIOUS—
Mmmn.banana! Stop. Happy Birthday Stop
Will think about you over break. Stop
Don't. Stop. Can't. Stop. Wanting you
Stop by. Pet. Snookcums. 3-9

HEY DALLA ROSA! | heard a rumor
that your 20th BIRTHDAY is tomorrow. Here's hoping tomorrow is better
than triple bull’s-eyes, gin and tonics,
gummy fish, A’s in accounting, yearround football, or even two-hour
backrubs- Love, the Kid 3- 9

| didn't think you had it in you

but...Figments of spicy foods (every
meal?) coupled with laughter surface
ant
“squeaked by” disaster!

HELP! HELP! LOST! Roundtace

CRUISE SHIP JOBS! $14-$28.000
a year. Carribean, Hawaii, world. Call
Cruiseworld for guide, directory,
newsletter. 916- 722-1111. 4-27

dog with you? Leave your pet with us!
Large grassy pens, lots of attention
FOR
SALE—
Roto-toms.
6, 8,
March
$3.50/day.
Grace.
10-inch drums. Excellent condition.
639-3428. 3-9
9a
$150 or best offer. Call David at
TYPIST— Ten-years experience
822-9393. 3-9
(BM Correcting Selectric ill. Pick-up
and delivery.
Reasonable rates
1976 FIAT X1-9 Excellent condition
at 443-6140, 9
Rebuilt engine. New tires. Stereo PLEASE CALL ELLIE
a.m. to9 p.m. 6-2
ed. $2,900or best offer. 826-0203
46

Lost

JOBS IN NATIONAL PARKS— inside track to thousands of full-time,
part-time,
summer jobs
Booklet
$4.95.
Learning Sources,
1580
Sierra Ave.. San Jose, CA 95126
5-11

go-to-it

offer. Tom, 826-3350. 3-9.

Fast!
Ann,

year-round. Europe, South America,
Australia,
Asia.
All
fields
$500-$1,200 monthly. Sightseeing
Free info. Write JC Box 52-CA-1,
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625. 3-9

folk guitar
with

type

_Opportunitie.

F3705-Brazillian

heads.
Aged beautifully. $350
or best

will

your research papers, resume, etc.

house in Arcata. Wooden floors, walk
in closet, southern exposure, furnished. Large backyard with room for a
garden.
Nice
house
and nice
neighborhood. $140 a month. $100
security deposit.
Call 826-4411
days, 822-8491 or 822-4084 evenoe
and weekends. Ask for Eddie
“9.

mobile

EARN $200/8400 WEEKLY working
at home. No experience necessary.
National company. For free information send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to: MONEY MAKERS, Box
131A, Arcata, CA, 95521. 3-9.

FOR A PROFESSIONAL JOB have
a professionaldo your typing. Mary

ROOM FOR RENT in three-bedroom

ROOM
home with property
near beach. Many bedroom
extras.
Asking
34,000.
Phone Serious
445-1611.
3-9.
rent and
with

The Lumberjack

For Rent

DISCOUNT
KEG BEER—
THE
OTHER SIDE. 822-1229 noon until

tis, 822-1497.

Page 35

any

doubt?)

No

more

pigs

sharks of crawfish
fun. Zool bud. 3-9.

Too bad.

TO

LUMBERJACK

THE

ENTIRE

STAFF—

it was

Congratulations

on

a

GREAT quarter. Speciai thanks to the
editors who

were always there when

the rookies needed them.

3-9

FARTLING—
Watch your Patatie
prance or even ole Rubber Lips might
desert you for greener Patooties!
Besides,

my ammo

is more lethal than

tear gas. Uggie. 3-9.

TRISHIE— Thanks
for the most edible edibles we've had in a long time!
Your hospitality and friendship will
always be valued. Love, the 3409
Porkers. 3-9

SAY HEY, BABY—
Five years
the

cold

What's shakin’?

is a long time to be up in
north.

especially

with

no

Bien Padres! Happy Anniversary!
Eat
and enjoy! Love, Mairaleenapoo. 3-9
BLONDIE! | need you in my penthouse suite. Guide me to paradise
with

your

gentie

touch.

If you

only

knew what you do to me. Your Golden
Boy. 3-9
W-=— Do it again' 3-9

TO MY OR.— What will this place be
without you? I'll miss running, pizza,
and the big “O." Take
me to SB. |
love you, Kins. 3-9

SCOTT— Last weekend was great

MARK —You're great, in more ways
than . it was needed and fun, LOTS

but the clinic wasn't. You'd better be

of fun. Thanks for listening, the ride
home, putting
up with it all and. that
too -vdj 3-9

3-9

caretul. At least | found out why you're
called “Squid.”
Still love ya, Poopsy

KHSG FM 91.5
12:25 pm

7:30 am

[Haircut Special For HSU Students
Men

Women

$7.00

$9.

See Joyce & Libbie at

Styled
Stop by and
weekly
Last

week's

s

HAIR

SHOP

1g

877 9th Street (next to Marino's)
822-3912

Haircuts—FREE
enter your

drawing
winner

ARCATA

name

for a FREE
Name
Address

Telephone

il

00

FREE beard trim with haircut

in our

haircut.

COUPON”
25%
u
0
NORTHCOAST DELIVERY
ta
25 percent off delivery charges

;a

:

from the following restaurants.
ARCATA

‘ Angelo’s

McKINLEYVILLE

EUREKA
Angelo’s

F
:
i

=

Garcia’s

Manora Thai

=

@

Hu Nans

Jalisco Cafe

5

i Toni’s

Kent. Fr. Chkan.

i

= Kent. Fr. Chkn.

Shanghai Low

<-

a

Weatherby’s

5
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Slogans, epithets keep Plant Operations busy

Graffiti

while clean up takes money,

elbow grease
campus and we want it to stay that
—
said.
rickson said blackboards were
installed
in some
restrooms
in
Founders Hall and Nelson Hall, but,

By Terry Kramer
Staff weiter

HSU graffiti, while not quite up to
New York City subway levels, is starom
at

coe an increased cleanup bill
io

"a,
for Plast Operationsand Glen Hendrickson, paint foreman for Plant
or

t

°

en-

ge rg said since September, the
bill
for erasing graffiti in campus
restrooms and on the L.K. Wood
Boulevard underpass is $476.
Both men are in charge of erasing
affiti on campus and have been keep& track of how much it costs to clean

up students’ scribblings.

**Someone down the line has to
pay
the bill, and it is too bad
everybody
to pay the bill for a few,"’
e said.
is the first year Plant Operations has kept a record of how much
_
costs the campus, Hendrickson
**I noticed that it (graffiti) was getting costly, and I decided to keep a
record of the costs,”’ he said.
Blake and Hendrickson agreed the
graffiti problem is extensive in campus
restrooms and on the
near
the Mai-Kai Apartments.
For instance, Hendrickson said, it
cost nearly $100 to erase graffiti from
the underpass
on Feb. 11. A few days

later the graffiti appeared again, and
Plant Operations again sent a crew out
to clean it up.

Hendrickson said much of the graffiti appears in the 128 restrooms on
campus. He estimated it would cost apee
$20,000 in materials and
r to paint over graffiti in campus
restrooms. ‘‘And that’s a very conser-

vative figure,” he said.

_

“It is senseless to paint all the
bathrooms. They (students) just do it
again. | would have my painters tied up
in bathrooms all the time.’’

Blake said it would be impossible to

erase all the graffiti on campus because
Plant Operations has a limited amount

of

due to a hiring freeze.
Graffiti is erased when someone calls
in a com
t, he said.
Hendrickson said his painters spend

a lot of time doing extra cleanup in
restrooms and campus buildings before
graduation so parents and visitors do
not see writing on the walls.
The high standards of the campus is
the main reason for not leaving the
ing the walls for people to read,
G
;
‘People who control the standards
of the campus wouldn’t accept it, and
will not let the campus slip to that
level. If we leave it there that is the image of condoning it. HSU is a nice

=

son

wy

e

people kept writing on the

Students write on the restroom walls
and the underpass because they have
ate up emotions and want people to
now how they
feel, Blake said.
“They
do it at home on their
own walls if that’s what they want to
do. They should keep it home to
themselves,’’ he said.
Hendrickson said he and his painters
feel personally insulted by the
graffiti
ee
take a lot
of p
in their painting skills and
work,
“*It takes a lot of elbow
and
lacquer thinner to remove aoe 2nasty

language,”’ he said.
The main problem in trying to

vent
said,

pre-

graffiti, Hendrickson and
e
is that no one ever gets caught.

Blake said one of the best ways to
stop graffiti is for students to police
themselves.
**Students are the best police force
there is. They can put pressure
on those
it, and either tell them to knock
it off or report them to the campus
police,’’ he said.

Wildlife
gives the answer. Seven schools are
scheduled to compete in the bow! this

bowi
climiees of nee
the HSU ~
i
ts run
=~
_
¢ up questions
for the bowl.

y

Humboldt

eee

. vice

Chapter

ee

of the

of

the

Wildlife

© Oe Seeing

ef

‘*it has really increased
the

follows:

weather permits. Other trips include a

:
7
iW S zE
il i

to

“The system is built around having

<

Sigma Phi group

said. ‘Sports have a right
discriminate, as do the dorms.

i

been added, including some on new environmental
legislation and

endangered Aleutian Canadian Goose
» and
a study of the red
environmentat
Redwood National Park
Harris said the field trips
ve
students from other states an i
t
into the ecology and environmental

Se

benefited

waterfowl

f

has

Bay

af
3
<j

fact that

Humboldt

The schedule for the conclave
is as

Mi iis

down

the

of

**We like to schedule visits
to ref

H éi

competitive

yee
e to

Among these will be an ocean expedition to observe marine wildlife, if
tour

tion, and the large turnout
hd
ig
**Even though

where students can stop ... and see
different habitats and meet people. The
trip is oe
as the conclave,”’

to HSU isis also
PrThe te
ae to
education, Ca
For schools such
as the University of Wyoming or Colorado State University, there are a
number of wildlife
refuges along the
route to HSU.

habitats, a trip to the Crescent City

of our
nationwide. We've
always been able to send a large

ye

ental
Cen, Cee said. get
onomy is classi
. especially o
animals and plants.
.
Canaday
said some questions will be
based on recordings
of bird and animal
calls, slides, bones and preserved
specimens.
Humboldt wildlife students will also
present
based on their research.
A num
of field trips to area
ee
Soe
rear

&

